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Sigma Nu gets into the swing of things

SJSU plagued
by purse thefts
30 items stolen in crime wave
By Pamela Stemriede
The wave of purse thefts at SJSU continues.
Three more victims reported their purses were taken from classrooms
and a hallway this week, according to Russ Lunsford, University Police
information officer.
Property taken Monday and Tuesday is estimated at $310, according to
police reports.
Five similar thefts of about $1,000 in property occurred last week, and
there have been 30 purses and wallets taken this semester on campus.
The largest theft this week -- a purse and contents worth $239 -happened while a student was viewing an exhibit at the S.U. Art Gallery.
A woman told police she placed her purse under a chair in the hallway

’Backpacks come in handy to be
able to stuff with anything large.’
--Russ Lunsford
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Sigma Nu fraternity member Stan Feinberg (left) and Delta Zeta Sorority
member Julie Holmes (right) share a swing together as participants in Sigma
Nu’s annual -Swing a Thon, a swing marathon staged to raise money for Toys

for Tots. Toys for Tots is a chanty organization providing underprivileged
children gifts he Christmas.

outside the gallery and within 10 minutes it was gone.
Lunsford said more purse thefts can be prevented if students and employees are more aware of their property and do not leave items unattended.
Police officers reported that a purse taken from an Industrial Studies
classroom Tuesday was unattended and "im plain view to anyone who
walked into the empty room."
The victim said she lost $177 in cash, eye glasses and other items in her
purse, taken about 5:30 p.m. Tuesday.
The only lead police have on possible suspects in the thefts is descriptions of two "suspicious persons" seen in a Duncan Hall classroom where a
purse and $35 worth of contests was lifted.
In that theft, the victim told police she saw two Hispanic males who had
not been in the room this semester. She said one man was about 5 feet seven
inches tall and weighed 165 pounds. The other was described as 6 feet tall
with a thin build.
Both were in their early 20s and carried backpacks, the police report
said.
"Backpacks come in handy to be able to stuff them with anything of
large size," Lunsford said. "A whole purse can fit inside of one of those very
easily."
Lunsford said the key to "keeping a handle on property is awareness."
Thieves scan potential victims with precision, according to Lunsford.
"That is their job, and they know it well," he said. "So victims need to
know their job and keep control of their property."

Communitycollege transfer students
affected by change in G.E.program

General Education plan
for university students
based on enrollment date

By Jacouie Toth
How SJSU’s Admissions and Records
Department will deal with community college
transfer students next fall is the cause of some
confusion among staff and students, according to
department head Ed Chambers.
Transfer students who have continuously
enrolled at a community college since fall 1981
will be the first such students to come under the
CSU system’s revamped general education
program, he said.
A "continously enrolled" student is defined
as having attended classes every semester or
three of the four quarters of each academic year
since initial enrollment.

These are the five general
education patterns at SJSU for
continuously enrolled students by
date of entrance to a California
community college or CSU
campus.

"Beginning in fall 1981, the statewide
academic senate declared it necessary to have a
new general education program to give students
a broader base of education," Chambers said.
As a result, each of the 19 campuses in the
CSU system was told to develop a general
education plan with a minimum of 48 units.
The confusion over G.E. requirements began
because SJSU increased its own 40-unit pattern
to 48 units in fall 1980, a year before the senate’s

decision.
Although SJSU’s program satisfied the
system’s requirements, the change from a 40- to
a 48-unit program has resulted in SJSU having
five G.E. patterns at one time.
And now tranfer students enrolling in fall
1983 at a CSU campus -- if the have been continuously enrolled since fall 1981 -- will be
guaranteed acceptance of G.E. courses taken at
their former college.
Those not continously enrolled, however,
will be treated as first-time students and will be
required to complete an additional six units of
general education.
Prior to fall 1981, whether a transfer
student’s G.E. courses would be accepted at
SJSU was governed by agreements between the
university and community colleges.
According to Chambers, universities in the
system signed "articulation agreements" with
community colleges outlining which courses
would be transferable to that university’s G.E.
program.
In most cases, however, these agreements

allowed individual Cal campuses to challege
any course previously agreed on, thus denying a
student credit for a course which he or she
thought applied to that campus’ G.E. program.
But now, a CSU campus to which a student
transfers can no longer say ’no’ to a general
education course," said Brett Melendy,
associate academic vice president for undergradute studies. "We SJSU) can’t question
G.E. courses that have been certified by the
chancellor’s office."
Exactly what courses offered at the more
than 100 community colleges in California will
apply to the CSU system’s general education
program, however, is still being negotiated,"
Melendy said.
Although a preliminary list of courses has
been compiled, Melendy said, several challenges
have been issued by the chancellor’s office.
In addition, SJSU organized a G.E.
workshop last month to discuss transcript
certification procedures and acquaint evaluators
with the new requirements, at the meeting were
21 community colleges, including West Valley,
SJSU’s largest feeder institution.

Enrolled prior to fall 1971:
Must complete 40 units G.E.
t- Enrolled prior to fall 1980:
Must complete 40 units G.E. and
satisfy upper division writing
requirements.
I Enrolled fall 1980 or spring
1981: Must complete 48 units G.E.
and satisfy upper division writing
requirements
Enrolled fall 1981 or spring
1982: Must complete 48 units G.E.
including 6 units cognate

structure courses ’and 9 units
upper division G.E. at SJSU.
Enrolled fall 1982 and
thereafter: Must complete 48
units G.E. including 8 units of
cognate structure courses’. 9
units upper division G.E. taken at
SJSU. and 3 units Human Un
derstanding and Development.

’The cognate structure
requirement applies to first-time
students at SJSU. former
students returning after a break
in enrollment and all transfer
students from institutions other
than California community
colleges or other CSU campuses
Transfer students entering
during the 1982-84 catalog period
with lower division G.E certification are exempt.

Chancellor opposes tuition despite state budget deficit

1

By Erie IAA
CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds said Tuesday
that she is against imposing tuition on the system’s
319,000 students, even though the state universities
may face financial difficulties this year because of a $1
billion state budget deficit.
"I have a concern about leaping into tuition,"
Reynolds said. "Once you do it, you cannot return."
Only the CSU Board of Trustees can legally impose
tuition.
Reynolds said current student fees, which rose this
fall to $75 a semester for full-time students, do not
support instructional programs. Tuition would directly
support such programs, she said.
The likelihood of tuition was just one of several
topics Reynolds discussed during her press conference
in the S.U. Almaden Room on Tuesday.
Reynolds said that many students in the CSU
system come from families with incomes of $30,000 or
less.
If tuition is instituted, "we are either going to deny
access to qualified students, or we are going to have to
institute . . additional financial aid programs,"
Reynolds said.
"In other words, someone has got to pay if you
want promising students to get a higher education in
the state of California," she said.
"This country was founded on the notion of more
opportunities for people and more access to higher
education and that really is the issue when we start to

talk about tuition," Reynolds added.
Reynolds spent the day at SJSU getting to know the
campus, and some of its administrators, faculty, and
student leaders.
When Reynolds became chancellor in August, she
pledged to visit all 19 campuses of the CSU system
during her first year in office.
SJSU is the eighth campus that Reynolds has
visited since she took office.
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W Ann Reynolds, CSU chancellor, announces she is
against imposing tuition on students at CSU schools,

Wednesday at a press conference in the S.I.1 Almaden
Room. SJSU President Gail Fulerton looks on

During her day, Reynolds met with the staff of the
Women’s Center, the Council of Deans, A.S. student
leaders, and faculty members from the Academic
Senate and the Department of Biological Sciences.
Her 20-minute press conference was the only time
Reynolds met with reporters.
Reynolds said that she thought the decision had
already been made id the state Legislature to delay
dealing with this year’s state budget deficit until
governor -elect George Deukmejian takes office in
January.
"The issue is going to fall squarely on governor.
elect Deukmejian’s shoulders," Reynolds said.
However, Reynolds said that she is encouraged by
Deukmejian’s past support of higher education and his
recent mention of finding ways to increase state
revenues rather than making budget cuts.
"This state is going to need a tax increase,"
Reynolds concluded.
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EDITORIAL

Students exhibit more concern
sounds of silence were broken
The
yesterday afternoon when the new and
outgoing Spartan Daily editors met
with about 50 students in the S.U. Costanoan
Room.
The editors and SJSU students -- most
notably the fraternities -- discussed the
paper’s internal structure and stories.
A handful of fraternity members
questioned the Daily’s coverage of the Greek
system, in particular the Nov. 18 issue.
That issue reported "four Greeks (were)
arrested in $2,500 theft." The fraternity
members though that headline indicted the
Greek system.
Whether they were right or wrong, the
Greeks and others in the audience should be
cornmended for their concern and opinions.
The second edition of "Meet the Editors"
was a far cry from the first "Meet the
Editors" meeting on Oct. 14.
The atmosphere at that session resembled
a morgue. Only 20 students showed up for the
question-and-answer session, which was
supposed to last an hour.
Silence dominated the meeting, which
fizzled after about a half hour.
The show of apathy was a discouraging, if
not frightening, exhibit of student indifference
that has plagued SJSU the past few years.
At one point during the virtually silent
meeting, the Daily editors reversed roles with

observers and began asking them questions.
Yesterday, there was no hesitation on the
audience’s part. Those in attendance told the
Daily editors what was good and bad about the
paper.
The Greeks pointed out what they thought
was insensitivity on the part of the Daily and
reminded the editors of the power of the
media.

Their criticism, as well as criticism and
praise from the other students who attended
the meeting, was appreciated. And with good
reason.
The Spartan Daily, as any other
newspaper, is dependent upon its readers.
Without them, it is nothing more than a
monumental waste of time and effort.
And from those readers it is imperative
that the Daily receive some kind of feedback,
either good or bad. The Daily editors and
reporters do make a concerted effort to
correct their wrongs as well as further their
rights.
The Daily hopes that you -- the reader -will continue the concerned trend that the
editors saw yesterday afternoon. It was informative and greatly appreciated. The
concern was an improvement over the first
"Meet the Editors" farce.
We hope the students keep showing interest.

An ode to every ’Good Knight’
To study or not to study
Whether ’tis nobler to suffer the slings, arrows and
sleepless nights of last-minute cramming due to
procrastination -- or to miss out on beer and pizza at the
Pub, romantic adventures with damsels in distress and
other Falstaffian delights, all forbidden in the search for
the "Holy Grade."
That is the question.

By Rosanna Alejandro
Stall Writer

But that is a question that will unfortuanately not be
answered by many, for we all, except a very few, are
destined to forever choose what we call the best of times
(playing Pac-Man, partying as no student has ever partied before and playing the Dating Game in hopes of
finding the one, the only, true and lasting cure for Herpes )
rather than to choose the worst of times ( reading chapter
after chapter, page after page, word after word, to find
meaning in words and numbers that may have no
meaning at all.
It is our fate to find different ways of and excuses to
procrastinate, that is, until that fateful moment arrives -what we call our winter of discontent, a time when
midterms and term papers spew forth from the very
bowels of textbooks and lectures.
It is, forsooth, a time we all fear, when
procrastination -- the evil that lurks and waits in the
hearts and designer labels of all students -- returns to
haunt us with a cruel definiation of time, time that waits
for no man ( including Orson Welles) as it sadistically
ticks away.
It is then that we face the inevitable: cramming in
every nook and cranny of the library, the Reserve Book
Room and the Student Union, dreading the challenge at
hand with not a sword to fight a hideous fire-breathing
term paper or man-eating midterm but, alas, only a bottle
of Visine and a couple of tablets of Stress-Tabs and No-Doz

at our side
Red eyes blazing with fire, heads pounding with pain
and stomachs grumbling with hunger, we forge onward,
night after sleepless night, skimming the chapters that
should have been read weeks ago or researching that
paper that "could never possibly be finished in time."
With temptations many and obstacles plenty, we will
the final night meet the purveyor for which all is evil, the
Beast -- a horribly mangled being that cannot be
mistaken for the sibling or roommate who won’t shut off
the damn stereo as AC/DC screeches out in a deaf-defying
feat; no, no, my friends, it is a different type of beast, a
beast which we stab with our steely knives but just can’t
kill, a beast from within: an entity which in a taunting
manner screams out "They’re heeeeere!" and lets out of
its Pandora’s box the pain, the anger, the anxiety and the
fear that you may get an "F" and with these invisible
gremlins come the cold, the dark, the damp, the phone,
the broken typewriter ribbon and the missing page in the
notebook, all things that will poke and prod and point out
that everything but everything has piled up into an unsurmountable mountain that threatens not only our
search for the Holy Grade and our social life but also our
very existence, an existence which seems to be dissolving
with every pulsating pounding of our head and the ticking
of the clock, a pounding and ticking that grows faster and
faster, louder and louder, pounding and ticking, ticking
and pounding, pounding - ticking, pounding - ticking,
POUND - TICK POUND - TICK POUND - TICK until
we feel our head explode and in agony we scream -"Aaaaargh!"
Then in the early morning hours, if we have survivied,
we promise to procrastinate "Nevermore, nevermore,"
but there is a tell -tale feeling in the outer reaches of our
devasted mind that like deja vu or some evil spell we will
go through the whole stinking ceremony once again. And
as the mischevious Puck laughs in delight and exclaims"what fools these mortals be!" we are suddenly
enlightened
by the fact that that is the reason: We, like the Good
Knight, Sir Gawa in, are only human and thus can never be
perfect.
Procrastination is a fault among many faults, but it is
one that we as students will carry always. The next battle
lobe fought: Finals.
Good Knight and good luck.

The boring Sundays are back
Sunday, Nov. 21, the familiar sights of football
returned to television sets after a 57 -day walkout by the
players.
And to mark the historic event, I think of the song by
Alice Cooper called "Elected" which goes " . . . and
personally I don’t care!"
Let’s face it troops, 57 days is a long time. I feel that
(.4.turning to the season was a mistake. And I’m not alone

16-team playoff format. Only one of the eight weekend
games missed during the strike will be made up.
Eight teams from each conference will qualify for the
playoffs. Sixteen in all, six more than the usual six
division champions and four wildcard entries.
Eight playoff games, four in each conference, will be
played the weekend of Jan. 8 and 9 with the winners
playing the weekend of Jan. 15 and 16. Conference
championships leading to the Super Bowl then would be
played the weekend of Jan. 22 and 23. The Super Bowl will
be played Jan. 30 as originally planned.

Sixteen teams in the playoffs? Anybody could get in
with that amount. True, the weaker teams wil be bumped
off early, but they don’t even deserve to be in the playoffs.
Personally, the whole season seems cheapened. I’m
not blaming the players; during the whole mess, money
was the main factor. Everybody involved played the
greedy money miser.
The contract calls for rookies to make a minimum of
fight.
in my
$30,000 this year, $40,000 in 1983 and 1984 and $50,000 in 1985
According to United Press International, there were .and 1986. They now make at least $22,000.
193,485 empty seats at 13 National Football League
The minimum salary would increase $10,000 for each
stadiums with a total seating of 857,267.
There were some 18,000 unsold seats for Monday’s year of service to a maximum of $200,000 in the 18th year
night game between the Chargers and Traitors . . . er, this season. That same maximum figure would be extended to 17-year veterans in 1983-84 and to 16-year
Raiders.
veterans in 1985-86. The top minimum now is $32,000 for
This seems to be some indication on how the fans feel
fifth -year players.
about the strike ending. They don’t care.
Think about, for a moment, what the season would be
The average pay for the players was $90,000, aclike without football. No more Howard Cosell and other cording to management figures.
obnoxious broadcasters who don’t know anything about
And just listen to this! The owners also agreed to
the game. No more television games where both teams severance pay for all players with at least two years
are completely lacking in skill. No more technical dif- experience, starting at $5,000, jumping to $20,000 for three
ficulties.
years, $60,000 for four years, $70,000 for five years and
Besides, with Sunday free, we’ll be able to get more $10,000 more for each year after that up to $140,000 for 12
done. Admit it, guys, when the players were on strike you years.
Kinda chokes you up, doesn’t it?
got that term paper done that was due on Monday. With
Next Sunday, when football rolls around, I won’t be
football, there’s that tendency to put if off until the last
minute.
glued to the set thinking that I’m glad it is over, and things
The season itself is going to be the shortest one on are back to normal. There are better things to do. And not
record. There will be a nine regular-season games and a watching football is one of them.

Asked at various locations on campus.
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’What irritates you the most?’
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A lack of integrity,
whether that lack shows up
an school work or in the way
one approaches one’d work,
be it intellectual, physical
or emotional. The world
would be a much better
place if people dealt with
each other and themselves
with respect and integrity.
Kete Ad=
English
preclude student

People who go into
business instead of going
into what they want to.
Some people can’t choose a
major
so
they
automatically go into
businees either because of
the money or because it’s
easy. They feel that
hostiles is the thing to do
because everyone else is
doing it
Richard Gale
Ilearel Studer,
sena

When people have a
lack of consideration for
others. For example,
people who don’t listen to
you when you talk.
Kew Femme
-now,
sepkweere

Incompetence. People
who are in a position where
they should be able to
handle a situation but can’t
because they don’t have the
proper background to deal
with a problem. If they
can’t do their Job, you have
riuhli.nic doing yours.
0.1. Mammas
uniechend
froshnur

Picky people and
chronic complainers. I
have a couple of friends
who are like that. For
example, people who
complain when you go
someplace and the car isn’t
perfect or, if you go
shopping, because she
doesn’t find the right
clothes. Nothing pleases
them I just hate that
Debbie ormiiisari
Health Sconce
gem
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Calling the MX missile a ’peacekeeper’ is an absurdity
Internationally dangerous rhetoric has
peen coming from the Reagan White House in
he past few weeks. When the president introduced his proposal for the new dense pack
basing for the controversial MX land -based
iuclear missiles, he renamed the weapons

theory, which holds that incoming Soviet
warheads aimed at the base would disable
each other through blasts, radiation, or debris
and leave enough MX weapons intact to fire a
retaliatory volley.
In cold, hard language, we want enough
missiles left after a Soviet strike to blow the
Soviets to hell and back.
So much for "peacekeeper" missiles.
The new name for the MX system is
based on Reagan’s theory that the United
By Michael J Vaughn
States is far behind in the nuclear arms race,
Stall Writer
and needs to deal with the Soviets from a
position of strength in arms reduction talks.
"This is voodoo arms control, that says
you have to have more in order to have less,"
said Sen. Edward Kennedy, D -Mass. Kennedy
is a major proponent of the nuclear freeze
peacekeeper" missiles.
movement, which calls for a freeze on
Calling the powerful MX a
deployment of nuclear weaponry as a first
Peacekeeper" missile is a step past abstep toward arms reduction talks.
urdity.
Reagan, however, wants to hold arms
The dense pack scheme is a system in reduction talks first. He would view these
vhich 100 MX weapons in super-hardened talks in the same way he rationalizes the $30
lunch silos would be placed about 1,800 to billion MX proposal; he believes the Soviet
WOO feet apart, at a site about 14 miles long
Union has more nuclear weaponry than the
ind 1 mile wide. The proposed site is at
United States.
Varren Air Force Base near Cheyenne, Wyo.
"The strategic balance between the
The system would rely on the fratricide United States and the Soviet Union is one of

ambiguous equivalence," said Zbigniew
Brzezinski, former national security adviser
to President Carter. "In some respects we are
ahead and in some respects they are
Specifically, the Soviets are ahead in the
categories of total explosive power (7,868
megatons to 3,505) and delivery vehicles
(missiles, bombers, launching tubes on
submarines -- 2,537 to 1,94’U. The United
States leads in total warheads ( 9,480 to 8,040)
and intercontinental bombers ( 347 to 1501.
The United States also has distinct
strategic advantages: some 5,000 U.S.
warheads are carried on submarines which
the Soviet Union has been unable to track (the
relatively noisy Soviet subs are far easier to
track). Also, almost 70 percent of the Soviet
warheads are based in land silos that would
be prime targets in a nuclear war.
By proposing the new MX system,
Reagan is contradicting the "mandate of the
people," usually used as an excuse for his
political ploys. Nuclear freeze initiatives
passed in several states, including California’s Proposition 12, have gone virtually
unnoticed by the administration. It seems
"public mandates" are only valid when in
agreement with presidental policies.
Another, more dangerous result of the
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MX proposal would be a possible violation of
But Harry Wrenn, a defense analyst for
the stratevic arms limitations treaty (SALT the highly respected Congressional Research
11) between the Soviet Union and the United Service, disagreed,
States, signed in 1979. The treaty, though
If the missile was meant to be mobile, he
unratified by the U.S. Senate, has been
said, it would be equipped with some sort of
followed voluntarily by both countries since
erector to place it in a firing position,
the signing, and has proved a useful weapon
something the Reagan proposal does not
in slowing the arms race.
include.
After Reagan announced the new MX
The State Department’s rationalization
proposal, the Soviet Union, in an article in for the MX’s non -violation of the SALT II pact
Pravda, the Communist Party newspaper,
is obviously a weak one. Even if the Soviets
accused the United States of violating one of
alone consider it a breach of the agreement,
the articles in the SALT 11 pact.
they would feel free to violate the treaty
"Starting the implementation of the MX
themselves. opening the way for a
missle program," the article stated. devastating nuclear arms buildup.
"Washington cannot but know that this runs
If Reagan chooses to ignore the wishes of
counter to one of the central provisions of the
his own people, and the value of preserving
SALT I and SALT II accords: an obligation
the SALT accords by continuing the drive
not to create additional silos for in- toward the addition of 100 MX missiles to our
tercontinental missiles.,’
already bloated defense budget, this scenario
may someday come to pass:
The SALT article in question states that
Igor: Comrade! Look! An American
"each party undertakes not to start connuclear missile is approaching -- we are
struction of additional fixed ICBM (indoomed!
tercontinental ballistic missile) launchers."
Vladimir: Not to worry, comrade; it will
The State Department quickly denied the
not harm us.
violation, saying that the MX system would
Igor: What?!
not be a "fixed" one, but would be mobile.
Vladimir: It is a "peacekeeper" missile.
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Rec Center proposal spurs complaints between A.S. and student
!tudent says A.S. office is
’unprofessional’
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Eire:
I am one of many commuter
shdents who is collecting petitions
fa another election against the Rec
Onter. I therefore attended the A.S.
Ward meeting to find out how many
signatures were needed. I would like
tc share with you and the students
%hat happened at the meeting on
Mv. 17.
I sat through the usual earth
stattering important discussions
urtil it was my turn. A.S. Vice
Piesident, Rick Spargo ordered me
to the front row. He then attacked
me verbally with untrue accusations
lile, I harassed the clerks and
students at the A.S. office. He ordered me barred from that office.
He offered me my $10 student fee
back and told me to graduate in
June.
All that because I asked the A.S.
clerk to make one copy of of my
proposal about the Rec Center. I
handed her a one-page memorandum and asked her to put it on the

Spargo accuses student of harassing staff

agenda for the next meeting. She
three it back in my face, saying she
didn’t need it while yelling it was
against "the codes" for students to
use the copying machine.
It so happens, not too long ago,
that I saw A.S. President John
Anderson make 46 copies for his
fraternity functions. This is the kind
of tacky, unprofessional conduct we
students are subjected to by people
whose salaries we are paying. Is this
the way students get treated
because we work in the interest of
making constructive changes when
it is necessary?
My co-workers and I who witnessed this display by Mr. Spargo
want to commend Mr. Robert Musil
for putting Spargo in his place. After
the meeting Mr. Todd Mattson came
over and apologized for Mr.
Spargo’s behavior. Now we know
why the university has image
problems! A friend of mine from
KSJS taped the whole episode.
I want students to know we’ll be

collecting signatures and present
them to the Student Union board of
directors. We want to thank all the
instructors for letting us circulate
the petitions. Dr. James Harper,
your advice is highly appreciated.
Also, Dr. Terkelson we like your
idea on the Rec Center. He mused
"Why don’t they build the Rec
Center on Mars, that would solve
some of our parking problems down
here."
We don’t want to clutter planet
Mars with our gray, dull structures,
at least not for awhile.
By the way, Mr. Spargo, you
may keep my AS. fee. Go buy
used
car,
yourself another
preferably a Fiat (real lemons, I
hear).
My co-workers and 1 will keep
you posted on the latest happenings
on the Rec Cener.
Ara Paine
Co chasparson
Roc Carrie( COrnnlIftee

Edam:
Annie Patrus is d concerned
student who is trying to get the
proposed Rec Center back on the
ballot this spring. Ms. Patrus has a
perfect right to pursue this. The
costs of the Rec Center should be
totally investigated, but not at the
expense of Associated Students
employees.
Since she started this crusade,
Ms. Patrus has intimidated A.S.
employees. First, the A.S. Program
Board secretary to whom she stated
the following:
That she, (Ms. Patrus) was a
member of the student body, and as
such she had the right to use the
Xerox machines and telephones.
That the Program Board secretary
was only a clerk and had no input.
Second, she has harassed the
A.S. secretary as follows:
When she was told that she could
not use the A.S. copy machine she
stated that the secretary was not a
student, and therefore did not know

anything. She also stated that
policies could change and dumb
clerks could be fired and replaced by
students.
Third, Ms. Patrus has made
allegations that members of the A.S.
and faculty members have made
sexual advances toward her. These
allegations are without merit.
The policy of all A.S. offices are
as follows: All equipment is for the
use of A.S. office business only. If
this were not true, the A.S. would go
bankrupt in about two weeks.
As vice president, two of my
duties are to be chairman of the
board and the office manager of the
A.S.
As office manager, I support the
A.S. employees. They are hard
working, helpful and dedicated.
Without them, the A.S. would not
function. Until this time I had
already received complaints about
Ms. Patrus. After these incidents, I
had not other choice than to ban Ms.
Patrus from the A.S. offices.

At the board meeting, I invited
her to the front of the room as I do
with every guest speaker. I then
explained the situation to her.
I do not think that Annie Patrus
should use intimidation to obtain her
goals. Putting the REC back on the
ballot is as simple as obtaining the
required amount of signatures.
Harassment is not required.
Once again, I will stand by our
employees and their rights. They
deserve better treatment.
Rick *MO
P4. Vcs Presidio

The Forum page is
your page. The Dady
encourages readers’
comments on any
topic.

Smelly debris in SJSU halls is fitting
Mar.
Regarding your headline story on Nov. 17, "Debris
from flood remains in building."
The jetsam and flotsam of our society has for a long
time now been dumped around our beautiful university.
Isn’t it fitting that some debris, equally as smelly, be left
around some of our hallowed halls.
"When workers were called in to stop the flow, they

looked at it, scratched their heads each his own? ) and
looked at it some more."
A truly beautiful and apt description of both
California state workers and California state office
holders. None afraid to put in an honest eight hours of
work ; unfortunately, wanting 40 hours worth of pay for it.
Gm Rachel
1972 SJSU Graduate

We are now offering an

Reader wants more obnoxious articles
F6101:

After reading the article concerning
city life by John Denver Jr. (alias
Patrick Hays), I have come to the

conclusion that he has chosen to live
in California because the state
recognizes brain death, thus he need
never have to pay taxes. Please

"ALL CAMPUS" MEAL PLAN
to all SJSU students for the semester.

print more’ obnoxious articles.
Jis Goading
Theater Arts

Purchase a 10-meal, 15 -meal, or
19-meals -per week plan,
and use your meal card in:

0010

Wrestling team gets what it deserves
goat:
Being, as I am, a long time San Jose State wrestling
Ian, I feel I owe it to the team to give them what is
deserved.
After they defeated Cal State -Bakersfield (21-20), you
ran an article incorrectly stating a 2-0 record which is an
actual 7-0 record.
Also, the writer must not have been present. Michael

SPAIRTAN
BAKERY

McIntyre said a mere 450 fans showed. When I arrived
well into the second match, I was among at least 1,500
fans.
I think we should give these hard core athletes what
they deserve.
Jim T. Smith
mdadared
sophomore
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you -our reader. Your
comments,
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feel we can better serve the
campus community.
Letters to the Mailbag,
opinion articles and press
releases are gladly ac -

cepted.
Our policy for accepting such material is as
follows:
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Daily office (JC 208)
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Daily, San Jose State
University, 125 S. Seventh
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St., CA 95192.
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standing, address and Ophise
telephone number. Only
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the name, major and class Spartan Daily Forum Page
standing will be printed.
is to present a variety of
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SALAD STATION
The All Campus Meal Plan saves you time and money.
Don’t carry cash, carry an "ALL CAMPUS MEAL CARD"
Sign up now. A limited number of meal plans available. For information, call 277-3102
or take this to any Spartan Shops eatery.
1 AM INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE ABOUT THE ALL CAMPUS MEAL PLAN
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address
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Phone (
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SJSU traffic management office
maintains school’s two garages
part time, is there "making sure things are all right." The
maintenance aspects of it come second, he said.
Nemetz said the Office of Traffic Management
While commuters struggle to find parking spaces in receives no funding from outside sources for garage
SJSU garages, a small staff at SJSU’s Office of Traffic maintenance and personnel salaries. "We’re totally selfManagement works virtually unnoticed, faced with support i ng , " he said.
maintaining two six -level garages capable of holding 9,000
Both garages have encountered additional problems
cars.
since the closure of the St. John Street garage in early
October. Manring said that since then, he and another
The maintenance staff consists of three grounds supervisor, Dave Ruhl, have had to work overtime
supervisors and 11 workers who provide security service because of the increased use of the two garages.
More cars cause additional cleanup problems and
as well as general cleanup for both garages, according to
more congestion between the peak hours, 8:30 to 11:30
Sam Manring, garage supervisor.
The list of items that need maintenance in the SJSU a.m. Monday through Friday, Manring said.
We’ve been having to close a half-hour earlier, and it’s
parking garages is longer than most would think. The
staff must tend to maintaining the garages’ electrical been harder to let cars trickle in," Manring said, adding
garbage
that crew can keep track of very car going in and out, so it
lighting, fire extinguishers, blue-light phones,
cans, electrical gate systems, elevators and general always knows the amount of spaces oepn in the garages.
Manring said that the maintenance aspects of his job
cleanup.
Maintaining the two SJSU garages costs about provide "lots of fun," and during the summer, when the
of
director
Nemetz,
to
Ed
according
year,
communters
are not lining up, the crew can work on more
$600,000 a
traffic management. Nemetz estimated approximately 75 extended projects, such as painting walls and curbs, attending to more grounds work ( trimming plants, etc.) and
percent of the cost is paid with the 50-cent parking toll.
The rest of the money comes from permit parking re-tarring.
(the Seventh Street garage charges $22.50 per semester
Two attendants are stationed at each garage in
for permanent parking to dorm students), stadium charge of security and cleanup, according to Manring
reimbursement and special events such as the Tran- Both have police radios throughout the school year. Each
sportation Fair, sponsored by the Office of Traffic attendant works 24 hours a week.
Management.
manring said the worst part of the job for parking
Nemetz said the office has a $70,000 lighting bill every attendnats is having to tell students they can’t park in a
reserved space. "It can get kind of hectic, especially when
year, the largest expense.
Maintaining fire extinguishers, making sure that they people are in a hurry to get to classes,- Manring said. "A
a
$1,500
office
meet fire department standards, runs the
lot of people are not in the best of moods when you confront them, but I’ve gotten used to that. It’s all part of the
year, according to Manring.
the
ivy
around
the
trimming
General cleanup includes
job."
twice
a
cans
garbage
19
garages’
Nemetz said that despite the rising costs of mainthe
garages, emptying
week, sweeping the stairwells and taking care of safety taining the two SJSU garages, the fee will stay at 50 cents
"at least for the near future." The office is now receiving
hazards, such as broken glass. Manring said.
Garbage in the garages is a constant problem for the 6450,000a year for the 50-cent toll.
Garage maintenance goes on almost unnoticed to
maintenance workers, according to Manring. "We get
students in a hurry to a hurry to find a space, but the
literally tons of garbage," he said.
Manring said the 11 cleanup attendants assigned to Office of Traffic Management spends hundreds of
both garages are there primarily for security purposes. thousands of dollars every year making sure students
The parking attendant staff, made up of students working don’t park their cars in mounds of trash.
By Bruce Barton

Downtown building opening set
By Rosanne Alejandro
SJSU and downtown San Jose will have some new
neighbors in February.
Starting Feb. I. state agencies and administrative
offices formerly scattered about San Jose will move city
workers into the new state building on San Carlos Street
between Second and Third streets.
The offices to occupy the three-story building include
those of Assemblymen John Vasconcellos, D-23rd
District, Alister McAlister, D-25th District, and Sen.
Alfred A lquist, D-11th District.
Other agencies will include the Board of Equalization,
the Franchise Tax Board district office and various
departments. These departments include Alcoholc
Beverage Control, Consumer Affairs, General Services,
Health Services, Housing and Community Development,
Industrial Relations and Rehabilitiation.
According to Jan Miller, San Jose development officer, construction on the building will be completed

within two weeks, but testing of the heating and air conditioning systems will delay the opening until February.
Miller added that although the agencies will begin
moving in on the first of that month, it is unknown when
the offices will be open to the public.
Approximately 396 state employees will be working in
the building.
The state building, along with the federal building on
San Carlos Street (between First and Second streets) is
part of the San Antonio Redevelopment Project.
The project is bordered by San Carlos, San Fernando,
Fourth and Market Streets, and encompasses nine city
blocks.
The federal building is still under construction and
may not be completed until July 1983.
San Jose City planners hope the downtown centralization of state and fedearl offices will help revitalize
the downtown area.

SINE IT RICI-E
Donate plasma twice
during the week
of December 6-10
and get a cash bonus!

Music professor feuds
with A.S. Program Board

By ,
1(1

by
Sch,

’Vindictive’ letter sparks dispute over concert hall
By Christine McCreever
A.S Program Board Chairwoman Foglia Taiariol
received what she called a "vindictive" letter from a
member of the Music Department after she asked
Music Professor John Delevoryas to let her schedule a
concert by pianist Bernice Lipzen-Grozen in the
department’s Concert Hall.
Delevoryas turned down her request in a letter
dated Oct. 22, saying that the Concert Hall was booked
on the date she requested and that the Music Department "had no say in who we’d like to have."
"In fact," he continued, "since the (Program
Board ) has all the money, we do not relish coming over
and begging for funds or artists."
Delevoryas also said that a past Program Board
member "refused a request for funds" from the Music
Department to sponsor a concert last year.
Taiariol said that she had tried to reach
Delevoryas by telephone but could not. In her letter,
she "just asked him to give me his opinion on the whole
thing.- She described his letter as vindictive and said it
was a result of a "grudge" he held because of last
year’s refused requests.
Delevoryas said the letter "was not vindictive at
all, just a statement of fact." The department does not
want to be bothered with scheduling the concert, he
said, because "we’re not in the concert business."
He said that the department frequently gets offers
from artists to play on campus, bu must turn them
down because it does not have the funds to pay them.
Scheduling artists for other campus agencies in its
facilities, said Delevoryas, is "not in our domain."
Delevoryas said the Music Department and the
Program Board co-sponsored a concert in May 1981 by
the Musicke Faire Chamber Orchestra. The facilities
were supplied by the department and one-half of the
expenses was covered by the Program Board. The
other half was provided by the American Federation of
Musicians, a union.
This was possible, he said, because the classical
arts chairperson on the board at that time, Florence
Perkins, was also a student in the Music Department.
She was able to organize the show by herself.
The show was so successful that the two groups
made a "tentative" agreement to put it on again the
following year, according to Bill Rolland, then

Program Board director
But the Program Board funds for the 1981-82
academic year were 67,000 less than those of the
previous year and the Phillip Glass concert last year
lost more than 65,000, leaving the Program Board with
$12,000 less than it expected.
By the time it was asked to fund the orchestra, the
Program Board had to choose between funding the
concert or the Fountain Blues Festival.
The board funded the Blues Festival, Rolland said,
because the board was "dealing with a younger
audience that prefers more contemporary music."
the board’s decision to fund the Blues Festival
"surely must have rankled people in the Music
Department," Rolland said.
No verbal agreement or written contract to cosponsor the show in 1982 had been made, he added.
Delevoryas said that the musicians’ union would
cover only half the show’s expenses. Without money
from the Program Board, the concert could not occur,
he added.
"We don’t have any money," Delevoryas said.
He wasn’t aware that the board was short $12,000,
he said. "We were just turned down flat," he said.
He had "no hard feelings" toward the board, he
said, but felt the show was turned down because the
Musicke Faire Chamber Orchestra was not Rolland’s
"cup of tea."
Delevoryas said that the Music Department does
not profit from concerts in the Concert Hall. The funds
needed are to pay artists’ fees. All labor is donated by
the department. Because of this, he said, he could not
ask the department staff to use its own time to put on a
show for another campus group.
Taiariol said that she had also wanted to arrange a
"master class" with Lipson-Gruzen, where music
students would sit in with the pianist and learn her
techniques. Delevoryas said that the department staff
wasn’t interested.
Taiariol said the Program Board will have the
concert in the S.U. Ballroom in April.
Lipson-Gruzen is a classical pianist who has just
returned from a trip to China, where she recorded with
the Peking Central Philharmonic Orchestra
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’Roses in December’ marks
death of slain clergywomen
Four North American clergy
women were murdered two years
ago today in El Salvador while on a
mission to help the poor. The movie
"Roses in December," which
commemorates this tragedy, will be
shown at noon and 4 p.m. today in
the S.U. Almaden Room.
"Roses in December" is the
story of Jean Donovan, a woman
who grew up in an affluent family
and made her life’s work helping the
poor.

The film chronicles her brie) life
and examines the motives and
meanings of the work that she and
the other three missionaries were
doing in El Salvador.
"Roses in December" raises
some questions about U.S. foreign
policy and its role in Central
America. To date, the association
investigation is incomplete.
In April 1981, six members of the
National Security Forces were
arrested in connection with the

murders but they have not yet heel
tried.
After the movie, there will be a
short update on El Salvador. Four
candles will be lit in commemoration of Donovan, Dorothy
Kazel, Ka Ford and Maura Clark,
the murdered women.
The film, narrated by John
Houseman, will also be shown at
7 : 30 tonight at the First
Presbyterian Church, 49 N. Fourth
St.
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In addition to $10 per plasma
donation, you’ll receive a $7
bonus. An easy $27 for about
4 hours of your time. You can
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Recent study cites differences among single mothers
By Joanna Cote
The preliminary results at a three-year study of single
Chicana mothers in the San Jose area have been published
by two SJSU School of Social Work professors, Diane
Schaffer and Roland Wagner.
The purpose of the study was to determine the informal support systems which single, head -of-household
mothers use to deal with the everyday problems they
encounter. The subjects of the study were primarily
Mexican -American women of low and middle incomes.
Although the final analysis of the study results won’t
be completed until February or March, the preliminary
analysis of data on 100 women, one-half Chicana, one-half
Anglo, has been completed.
The tentative analysis suggests that the rate of
depression in the single mothers sampled is twice as high
as the rate in average women.
Another preliminary finding contradicts results from
previous studies which suggest that because Hispanics
have a larger kin network ( more relatives), they seek
emotional support from them. Wagner and Schaffer’s
study finds that this is not indicative of the women’s
mental health and even though she has a larger family,
the single Chicana mother tends to befriend unrelated
women, particularly other single mothers.
The findings also suggest that there was no difference
among ethnic groups in their overwhelming preference
for friend over relative. Two-thirds of each ethnic group
identified friends as their closest confidants, kin was
rarely selected by either group.
According to the project directors, one goal of the

study is to contribute to exisitng studies and information
Another goal is to discover how well the available social
services relate to the women’s problems and what they
lack.
The study also attempts to determine whether different cultural backgrounds produce particular adaptive
strategies for single mothers and what variables contribute to the mental health, or lack of it, in these women.
For survey purposes, the women were divided into
three categories: Mexicanas, Chicanas and Anglos,
defined as follows: Mexicanas are women born and raised
in Mexico, who later moved to the United States but still
identify with Mexican values; Chicanas are American.
born women of Mexican descent who tend to label
themselves as Mexicans; Anglos are white women. All
other ethnic groups were excluded from the study.
The total number of women who participated in the
study was 229, one-third from each category. They ranged
in age from 20 to 53 years old, but the majority were in
their late 20s or 30s.
The first two years of the study were the "data
gathering stage." All interviews have been completed and
the study is now in its third year, the "data analysis
stage." The survey area included Santa Clara County and
up to, but not including, Palo Alto.
The project directors developed a questionnaire or
"interview schedule" which included requests for information such as their lifestyle and the problems they
have faced in their lives; the experience that led them to
become single mothers; a complete history of the

According to Schaffer, there is concern among
researchers that people in such studies not be exploited.
She said it was important to note that the women were
paid 830 for a total of four hours of work and that it gave
them a sense of value to participate in the study.
"The study validated the real differences they encounter," Schaffer said.

Students launch anti-MX drive
By April Heath
Members of the SJSU Students
for Peace have launched a campaign against the proposed MX
intercontinental ballistics missiles.
Last week, President Reagan
proposed installing 100 MX missiles
in a "dense pack" cluster near
Cheyenne, Wyo. Congress must now
vote on proceeding with the system.
Reagan, in his televised address
last week, said, "It’s sadly ironic
that in these modern times it still
takes weapons to prevent war."
He added. "Our children should
not grow up frightened."
However, in a sample letter to

congressmen, students argue that
peace is possible only through
disarmament. "The survival of the
world -- of your children and ours -rests on the issue of nuclear war."
On Jan. 21, SJSU Students for
Peace plan to be among many
organizations attending a "nonviolent occupation blockade" to
demonstrate against the MX
missile, at Vandenberg Air Force
Base near Lompoc.
The base is the testing area for
the MX missle. Protesters hope to
maintain a presence on or near the
base Jan 21-27.

By Gerald Loeb
Scott Cooley enjoyed one day of no official
responsibility before the Executive Council of Business
Students elected him to succeed Joe Chevis as ECBS
president for the spring semester on Tuesday.
Cooley, a former Inter -Fraternity Council
president, chaired his last meeting in that role Monday.
ECBS is a campus organization that serves as a
forum for SJSU’s 13 business clubs. Such clubs as the
Society for the Advancement of Management,
Hispanic Business Association and others are
represented on the council.
The council represents over 500 business students.
Cooley vowed a "strong leadership" for ECBS.
"Improvements in communications is really important," Cooley said.
Cooley said he supports more club funding from
A.S. "More clubs should go out and get more money
from A.S.," he said. "A lot of clubs don’t even know
about what money they can receive."
Colley also mentioned the possibility of a School of
Business booklet for the spring. The booklet would be

Scott Cooley

passed out at the beginning of the semester to other
ECBS members and around campus.
As for assuming his second presidency in as many
semesters, Cooley said, "I had a 24-hour break from
responsibility."
Manual Solis won the vice-presidential slot. "I’m
not promising anything but to do my best," he said.
Lorraine Pedroia was elected treasurer. The
former ECBS secretary said the council’s purpose "is
really neat. It brings all the clubs together."
"I’d like to see ECBS build up its treasury so they
can have the money to get things done," she said. She
said the student handbook, for an example, was funded
entirely from ECBS funds and not by the clubs
themselves.
Jennifer Lott was elected as ECBS secretary. Lott
stressed her experience in the School of Business. "I
work here, I live here, I breathe here . . I know this
place," she said.
Outgoing president Joe Chevis said of ECBS this
semester, "It’s really been a behind -the -scenes type of
semester. Next semester should see a lot more activities, such as the annual spring banquet"
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The club has published a list of
phone numbers and addresses including state senators Alan Cranston and SI. Hayakawa, as well as
congressmen Don Edwards, R -San
Jose and Leon Panetta, D -Monterey.
For information call Dougherty at
275-0627

New president promises to improve communications

PHOTO DRIVE-up

UMPIRE

For information call the
Livermore Action Group at (415)
644-2028.
Non-violent training for participants is also being offered. For
information call Pamela at (415 )
861-6838 or the Livermore Action
Group.

Student business council
elects organization leader

ost CSU students
ontent with college,
ccording to survey
By Karol Warner
A 1982 survey shows that 77 percent of 8,500 students
,urveyed are generally satisfied with their overall experiences on their individual campuses.
The survey was distributed among 12 CSU campuses
rid financed by CSU Academic Programs Office from
special state funds it received, said Lind Jones, associate
dean for academic program.
Among the schools participating in the survey were
Fresno, Fullerton, Los Angeles, Northridge, Pomona,
Sacramento, San Francisco, Bakersfield. Dominguez
Hills, Humboldt, San Bernardino and Sonoma.
Seven other CSU campuses declined to distribute the
niestionna ire,
SJSU did not participate in the study. Jones said that
all campuses in the CSU system were "invited to
distribute the questionnaire."
Robert Martin, dean of student services, said the
reason SJSU did not participate in the project came down
to a matter of timing.
Kaz Nose, Martin’s secretary, said the amount of time
it would take to pass out and collect the questionnaire
could not be fit into the spring semester’s busy schedule.
Nose added that Martin said they would have liked to
participate in the study had time permitted.
The university will pass out the questionnaire for the
-tudy again during either February or March, Jones said.
The survey pertains primarily to student needs and
iriorities. Questions included those on life goals and
Aucational priorities, campus choice and degree oblectives, academic programs and support services, instructional quality and advising.
Finances, scheduling, work load, obstacles to student
retention, as well as transfer plans and overall
satisfaction were covered in the survey.
Problem areas listed in the study were instructional
quality and student retention. Thirty percent of the
students surveyed gave negative evaluations of instructional quality and cited poor communication skills
and lack of interpersonal concern among faculty members.
Obstacles affecting student retention were broken
down into two categories, internal and external.
Internal factors included poor instruction and weak
support services and were named by 25 percent of those
surveyed as obstacles to retention.
External factors such as finances, jobs, personal
problems and family obligations were listed as obstacles
Oy 40 percent.
The 50-page study concluded with recommendations
for campus administrators. Steven Daigle, administrative analyst at CSU - Fullerton, wrote the
recommendations after studying the survey results.
Two recommendations were as follows: the "extreme
negative" rating received from Asian students should be
given greater attention and study; support services and
social activity quality should be evaluated by each
campus.
Daigle also suggested that the survey be given further
attention and study.

problems and experiences they had the first year after
separating from their husbands, if married; their coping
strategies in the past 12 months; how they deal with
financial, emotional, child-care and relationship
problems: and, of major importance, how they readjusted
to the social network and what impact the network had on
them.
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Hyland Plasma Center attracts donors
Bonuses given for twice-weehly visits

By Joanne Cole
"It’s like a church, everybody goes to it," said donor
Mike Mongiovi
That’s one description of the Hyland Plasma Center,
35 S. Almaden Ave.. near the Greyhound Bus depot. The der’s fee" of $3. The money is paid after the donation.
center is eight years old and is a division of Travenol
When one donates a pint of blood, he cannot give again
Laboratories, Inc.
for eight weeks, because it takes the body that long to
Mongiovi, 38, has been donating plasma twice a week remanufacture the blood. Plasma donors can donate
for seven years. Proud of his contributions, he rolled up twice a week as long as at least 48 hours falls between
his sleeve to show a scar on his arm from the repeated appointments.
insertions of the large needle used to withdraw blood.
This is because of the system called
Plasma and blood donations differ.
"plasmapheresis," in which a pint of blood is withdrawn
Plasma donors are paid for their time, not the plasma
from the donor. The honey -colored plasma is separated
they contribute, because the process takes approximately from the red blood cells. While this is occurring, in a
two hours.
refrigerated centrifuge, the needle remains in the donor’s
The regular donation payment is $10 but several arm. A saline solution is slowly injected to keep the vein
open.
bonuses are available. Those who donate twice during the
first week of the month will receive an additional $7.
After the plasma has been separated, the red blood
According to Ginny Ultican, assistant manager of the
cells, along with the saline solution, are returned to the
center, this is because government checks are distributed
donor’s body. The feeling from this has sometimes been
at that time and business is slower because people have
described by patients as a "cold rush" in the arm,
more money.
although according to Ultican, the process is not painful.
"The $7 bonus has been keeping our business up,"
Both Ultican and Mongiovi agreed that the most
discomfort from the plasma donation is the poke from the
Ultican said.
During the second week of the month, twice-a -week
small needle for the blood sample test. Although the
donors will receive an additional $3; the third week $2;
needle used for withdrawing blood is quite large, it causes
and those who give plasma eight times a month will get an
no more discomfort than the "initial pinch" like that felt
additional $1.
when getting a shot, Ultican said.
Those who bring in a friend will also receive a "fin After plasmapheresis, donors "leave the clinic minus

one ounce of protein and that’s it," Ultican said.
The plasma is then sent to Glendale for further
separatior. where "they spin out certain factors," Ultican
said.
The plasma is never transferred directly into another
patient. Instead, its protein components are used for
several medical products.
For example, the albumin is useful for burn and shock
victims who have lost a lot of protein. The anti -hemophilic
globulin is helpful in treatment of hemophiliacs (exccessive bleeders) and has contributed significantly to
increasing their life expectancy.
According to Ultican, doctors are working on a
vaccine made from plasma for those prone to hepatitis, a
blood disease. It takes 65 weeks for the vaccine to mature.
It is then injected in three shots to prevent hepatitis.
Plasma can be stored for up to 10 years, Ultican said.
Donors must be in good health and must receive a
physical exam before donating the first time and then
again every six months.
Other tests will also be done by the center’s staff
doctor and a comprehensive medical file is kept on each
donor.
Each time the donor returns, a simple blood test ( the
finger poke) will be taken to ensure that the blood meets

Off The Wire
take the stand.
U.S. District Judge Terry Hatter had
ordered that Meese testily in pretrial
hearings for Wayte, a 21 -year-old former Yale
philosophy student from Pasadena who
alleges he was the target of "selective
prosecution" because of his vocal opposition
to the draft.
Wayte wrote letters to then -President
Jimmy Carter and to the head of the Selective
Service saying he would not register for the
draft. The government contends its method of
prosecuting those who have not registered for
the draft was not discriminatory.
Assistant U.S. Attorney Richard Romero,
claiming presidential executive privilege,
told Hatter the government would not permit
Meese to testify and would not turn over
certain White House and Pentagon
documents to defense attorneys, despite court
orders.
Defense attorneys have asked Hatter to
dismiss charges against Wayte as a result,
and Hatter has set a hearing on that motion
for next Tuesday.
Meese said that even if charges against
Wayte are dismissed, he said not believe
other cases would be affected.

Iraqi opts for U.S.
WOODLAND (AP) -- An Iraqi student
who admits slaying two Sudanese students at
the University of California -Davis, says he
would rather stay in Napa State Hospital than
be deported to Iraq.
Khalid Al -Amin, was found innocent by
reason of insanity in the 1977 slayings of Ali
Ahmed Ibrahim, 33, and Ahmed Hamid, 29, in
the Davis apartment of the latter. But he was
committed to Napa State Hospital.
A week ago, Yolo County Superior Court
Judge Harry Ackley granted the hospital’s
request that Al -Amin be released, on condition that he stay at least five miles from the
Davis campus.
Psychiatric reports conclude that Al Amin is now sane. But Al -Amin has hot signed
the papers for his release, said his lawyer,
Chief Deputy Public Defender Gary McCurdy.
Al -Amin told a reporter by telephone that
he came to the United States on a student
visa, but is no longer a student, and has been
told by the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service that he cannot remain
without a visa.
Yolo County Mental Health Director
Ca pta ne Thomas said Al -Amin fears
retribution from Iraqi authorities for the
slayings. "The most secure position for Al Amin is to remain in the state hospital as long
as he can," Thomson said.
He said Al-Amin’s attorney might be able
to get him classified as a refugee so he can
remain in the United States.

filled with flammable liquid, 100 feet of nylon
rope, and a catalog of hot-air balloons.
Prison officers said at the time the
contraband was "escape material." Manson
was returned to a maximum -security
isolation cell Oct. 29.

SACRAMENTO (AP) -- A Republican
assemblyman said Wednesday he will try to
change the "rotten" system now used to
finance legislative campaigns by banning
contributions from organizations.
Assemblyman Ross Johnson of Anaheim
said his proposal, to be introduced after the
new Legislature convenes next week, would
also limit contributions from individuals to
$250 and provide public financing.
"The high cost of getting elected tends to
discourage newcomers who don’t have access
to special interest money," Johnson said in a
statement. "My proposal would be a major
step toward reforming the entire rotten
process."
The Legislature twice in the last two
years killed Democrat -sponsored bills that
would have set up public campaign finance
systems similar to the federal presidential
system, which is financed by taxpayers
choosing to divert $1 of their federal tax
payments to a special campaign fund.
Johnson’s proposal would be more
restrictive than the previous plans, which
would have limited contributions received by
gubernatorial candidates participating in
public financing to $1,000 from individuals
and higher amounts from groups and parties.
Currently there are no limits on con tributions to candidates for state offices.
Contributions to candidates for Congress are
limited to $1,000 for individual and $5,000 for
political committees.

(AP) -- The
Va.
ALEXANDRIA,
National Commission on Social Security
reform reached a quick and unanimous
agreement yesterday that the system faces a
shortage of $150 billion to $200 billion over the
next seven years.
The 15 members then set about the far
more difficult task of trying to agree on ways
to close that gap, either through higher taxes,
a slowdown in the growth of benefits or a
combination.
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PEACE CORPS
ON CAMPUS
LAST DAY TOMORROW!
9AM -- 4:30 PM
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SANATNA Ain

up to 20 hours per
week (possibly 40
hours during summer

already receiving aid

undergraduate: up
to $1,000
graduate: up to
$2,500

at least half-time
(six units) enrollment

undergraduate:
up to $2,500 per year
graduate: up to $5,000
per year

California student (may
attend school out of state)

at

if they meet certain conditions.
An
independent
student will be judged on
his or her own income and
must not have been
claimed on parents’ 1982
income tax, not have
resided in parents’ home
for more than two weeks in
1982 and not have received
more than $750 in support
from parents in 1982.
Such
students’
eligibility depends on the
number of children in the
family and the resources
available.
"Normally if a
family’s income is above
are
$24,000,
they
ineligible," Ryan said. A
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student may receive up to
$1,800 through the program
per year.
"Loans are still
available through the
student loan program,"
Ryan said. "We’re continuing to process applications."
To be eligible for a
GSL, a student must show
need and may be independent or dependent.
"If the total income is
$30,000 or below, there’s no
problem," Ryan said. He
said students with higher
incomes may still receive a
loan if they can demonstrate need. The interest
rate is 9 percent on a
maximum loan of $2,500
year
for
unper
dergraduates.

Between the innocent, the romantic, the sensual.
and the unthinkable,
there are still some things we have yet to imagine.
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Info Table: Student Union
Interviews: Seniors, grad students
make appointments, pick up
applications before the
interview, at Career Planning & Placement
Bldg. Q., Rm. 4

Peace Corps films

12 noon today
Business Tower, Rm. 51
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SJSU students who
anticipate
financial
problems next semester
can find hope in the Pell
Grant and Guaranteed
Student Loan programs.
"The Pell Grant
program is still a
possibility," said Don
Ryan, director of financial
aid. "Funds are still
available through that
program."
Both independent and
dependent students are
eligible for the Pell Grant,
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Donating plasma is safe, according to Ultican. The
only side effect may be hypovolemia, a reaction to a loss
of blood. As the red blood cells and saline solution are
returned to the body, this sensation disappears, she said.
The center also offers a bonus to students. If donating
takes longer than two hours and 15 minutes, the center
will give students an additional el.

Loans,grants available
to ease financial woes

Social Security in trouble

Spartan Daily Advertising

FilmUSA

The center receives approximately 450 donors a week
Its hours are 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday
and Friday.
"Our main concern is for donor safety," Ultican said.
The center is regulated by the FDA, the state and the
Travenol Corp., which inspects the clinic.

TYPE

VACAVILLE (AP) -- Charles Manson,
convicted mastermind of the 1969 murders of
actress Sharon Tate and six other persons,
was denied a parole date yesterday,
The three-member panel of the state
Board of Prison Terms also denied Manson
the right to again request parole for three
years -- placing his next likely parole
hearing date in late 1985.
The panel cited "the cold-blooded and
senseless murders- which it called "cruel,
callous and heinous."
Manson, who boycotted the hearing
without explanation, has had 35 disciplinary
actions in his 11 years of prison, many of them
for assaulting and threatening guards, the
panel said.
He has spent about half his prison time in
maximum security. Last June, he requested
and received permission to leave maximum
security for the mainline prison population.
But the panel said he had been unable to
adjust to a "less -controlled environment."
That was a reference to the discovery of a
small amount of marijuana in his cell, and the
finding in the chapel, where he was custodian,
of keys that wouldn’t fit prison locks, a tube

LOS ANGELES (AP) -- White House
counselor Edwin Meese III says he would not
have objected to testifying in the case of
admitted draft register David Wayte but was
counseled against it by the Justice Department
"I think one of the reasons why it would
be improper for me to testify in this
case . . . is that then anybody who was
trying to frustrate a prosecution or wanted to
cause delay or otherwise thwart the system
would just start calling a whole bunch of
people all over the government, particularly
those who are advising the president," Meese
said yesterday.
He said Justice Department attorneys
warned the White House that "an important
principle- was at stake and that it would
violate executive privilege to permit Meese to

All types of people donate plasma, Mongiovi said.
Many who have been laid off their jobs are now
donating. Housewives, part-time workers and students
also donate plasma.
"Word of mouth is the main source of our business,"
Ultican said. "And we’re trying to get more students to
donate because they are a good, healthy source."
The center has an 80 percent donor return rate and 80
percent of the donors are male. Females are more afraid
to donate than are men, Ultican said.

Solon wants change

Manson denied parole date

Meese warned on draft

standard acceptance levels. Donors must weigh at least
110 pounds to give plasma.
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Moore gives more details about departure
By Ronal Reeves
In the three years that
guard Mike Moore has
played basketball at SJSU
he has never been just
plain Mike Moore.
He’s been labled by
various people as a punk, a
spoiled brat a cry-baby
and the man who would
lead the SJSU basketball

the SJSU basketball team
due to "irreconcilable
differences’’ with SJSU
coach Bill Berry.
Moore, who was the
Spartans’ second leading
scorer with 7.3 points per
game a year ago while also
contributing a learn high 77

_
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Moore was the Spartans
leader in assists and second
in scoring last season
team
to
national
prominence.
That’s a pretty heavy
load to carry before one’s
21st birthday.
It’s also a label that
has been lifted off of the
shoulders of the 6-foot -2
junior now that he has quit

three years.- Moore said.
"Coach Berry and I have
never hit it off and recently
everything just came to a
head.
According to Moore, he
made his ultimate decision
to quit after a run-in with
Berry at last Friday afternoon’s practice. He said
the incident occurred after
he was 20 minutes late to
Friday’s 1 p.m. workout.

assists, informed Berry of
his decision before Monday
night’s contest with Idaho
State.

"As I look back on it
now, I know that I was
wrong to take my mom’s
friend to the airport,"
Moore said, "but I also feel
Berry
that
Coach
overreacted by benching
me for the Puget Sound
game after I had explained
the circumstances to him.

"My quitting the team
and moving on is
something that I have been
putting off for the past

"It’s not like I was late
to every practice. True, in
the past I’ve had attitude
and discipline problems
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but this year I was really
making an effort to be the
team leader that he so

wanted me to be."
Presently. Moore is
looking for another

Division I school to move
onto.
"I’ve been looking

saga

’Quitting the team
and moving on is
something that I’ve
been putting off for
three years.:
r
-- Mike Moore

Gauchos bring 1-6 record to Busch Classic
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By Michael McIntyre
Third in a four-part series about the teams competing
in tonight’s Anheuser Busch Classic.
In 11 years at UC - Santa Barbara, women’s
basketball coach Bobbi Bonace has enjoyed the good
times and endured the bad ones.
Thus far in 1982, the Lady Gauchos’ leader has had to
go through one of those enduring years. Santa Barbara
has won only once in seven outings.
Yet Bonace, who will retire from coaching at the end
of the year, remains committed to the Gaucho hoop
program.
"We are playing intense basketball, especially on
defense," Bonace said. "We just don’t have the size and
strength to realistically expect to beat a lot of teams on
our schedule."
Santa Barbara, which meets SJSU tonight at 8 in the
opening round of the Anheuser Busch Classic, has beaten
on UC - San Diego 78-62, while losing to the Lady Spartans 81-58, Santa Clara 69-65, San Francisco State 79-68
tall three in the Cal Poly - San Luis Obispo tournament
two weeks ago), Fullerton State 92-66, UC Riverside 56-45
and United States International University 77-71.
Therefore, it comes as no surprise that the Lady

’We aren’t going to roll over
and play dead. They’re going
to have to earn the win’

slot next year.
In the backcourt, Santa Barbara has Kris Browne and
Corrinne de Arakal for support. Browne, a 5-foot -7

freshman, is the heir apparent to Sanchez for next season,
while de Arakal, a 5-foot -6 senior, is a slick ballhandler
with much experience.

around and I haven’t ruled
out the possibility of going
to a Division II school or
even a NAIA school,"
Moore said. "Westmont, a
NAIA school, is a distinct
possibility. I do know,
however, that I’ll be
moving on at the semester
break."
The only experienced
guard on last year’s 13-13
club, Moore has been a
regular performer for
SJSU since his freshman
year. He appeared in every
1982 contest and played in
27 games his initial season.
"The bottom line is
that I’m not happy at
SJSU," Moore said. "I’ve
been here three years and
it still doesn’t seem like I fit
into the system."
Recruited out of
Orange County’s Los
Alamitos High School by
Berry three years ago.
Moore said he harbors no
ill feelings as far as the
fourth -year head coach is
concerned. In fact, he feels
that his moving on is
probably the best thing for
both parties involved.
"I get along just fine

with Coach Berry off the
court but on the court our
personalities seem to
clash," Moore said. "As a
result, I don’t think I’ve
developed the way I should
have.
"I don’t think that I
have improved anything
but my defense while at
SJSU and that’s bad
considering I averaged
almost 29 points a game in
high school. I guess I need
to get to a school where the
fast -break is emphasized
more,
Moore, who will continue to attend all Spartan
home games during his
final three weeks at SJSU,
said that as a result of his
abrupt departure the
Spartans will lose a little
experience as well as
defense.
"I know some of the
players on the team are
upset that I quit but I wish
Coach Berry and the team
nothing but the best,"
Moore said. "I personally
need to move on and maybe
I can regain some of the
confidence I had when
first came to SJSU."

"GROW
YffitS DRINK
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LESS FILLING.
I KNOW. I ASKEWONEV
Bob Uecker
Mr. Baseball

-- Gaucho Coach Bonace
te )
Spartans are a decided underdog to SJSU tonight.
"They are a fine team with an excellent coach,"
Bonace said. "But we certainly aren’t going to roll over
and play dead. They’re going to have to earn the win."
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Leading the way for Santa Barbara tonight will be
sophomore forward Liz Lech. The 5-foot -9 returnee is
averaging a team -high 10.5 points per game while
shooting 40 percent from the floor.
The engineer of the Lady Gaucho offense is senior
guard Lori Sanchez, Santa Barbara’s all-time leader in
assists. The 5-foot -5 Sanchez is averaging 10.1 points per
contest and is shooting an impressive 77 percent from the
free-throw line. She also tops the squad in steals with 14.
Rebounding strength for the Lady Gauchos is centered around junior forward Thyra Ladyman. The 5-foot 11 Mission Viejo native has overcome a 1981 knee injury to
pace Santa Barbara in rebounds with 8.3 boards per
match.
The other two starters for Bonace are junior Paula
Brown at guard and senior Debra Robertson at center.
Bowen, a 5-fool -4 defensive specialist, complements
Sanchez nicely in the Santa Barbara backcourt.
Robertson, a 5-foot -11 player returning from a twoyear absence, has the capacity to break loose for big
games in both rebounding and scoring. Her main contribution, however, is to provide much -needed strength
and timing under the basket at both ends of the court.
Forwards Karen Griffith and P.J. Moore will back up
Lech and Laydman along the Lady Gaucho front line.
Both are seniors with game experience that Bonace
considers invaluable.
Freshman Lynn Alexander, a 6 -foot -I center, backs
up Robertson and is being primed to take over the starting
IMIMMMWM144*141.144,1411,11444*51444.11111,1111,MMA444444m1.1,..m11.1.em.....

San Jose Food CO OP
as old as the little grocery
of the horse -and -buggy age
as new as the counter -culture
If the Aquarian age...

Organic Produce sale
10-6 every Saturday
warm, friendly
FOOD FOR PEOPLE,
NOT PROFIT
518 So. 10th St.
open every day
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Spartans’ Ice
already ’thinking’
about big match
By Brun Wong
Although SJSU won’t
be playing
UC-Santa
Barbara in the first round
of the NCAA volleyball
playoffs until tomorrow
night, Lady Spartan Lisa
Ice is already getting an
image in her mind of what
she hopes will happen.
What the 6-foot -1 Ice
envisions is her left hand
raised high in the air,
spiking ball after ball
against the Lady Gauchos.
Imagining what
will
happen in the game before
the game is Ice’s method of
preparation.
"I like to do some
imagery and go through
the techniques in my
mind." said Ice, who
with her Lady
1 leaves
. Spartan teammates for
1 Santa Barbara today. "I
see my hand hitting the
ball. I picture the technique
that I’ll use in the game."
Ice’s technique on the
court this season has
resulted in team -high totals
in kills (149) and attempts
i 368). Her 10.6 kill average
per match was eighth best
in the NorPac Conference,
where Ice was selected as a
second -team All -Star.
Despite her success,
Ice would love to cut down
on one team -high category:
errors. She committed 65

miscues which dropped her
hitting percentage 10 .228.
"I was thrilled and
surprised iby the selection
to the All -Star team), but
I’ve got a long way logo,"
Ice said. "I could have
been better. I’ve got to cut
down on the errors.
Ice added that the
Lady Spartans are ready
for the school’s first playoff
appearance since 1978.
is
"Everybody
psyched," Ice said. "If we
want it, we’ll have to go out
there and work for it. We
can’t go out there and be
cocky."
VOLLEY NOTES: Ice and
teammate Teri DeBusk
will be two of five freshmen
who should see plenty of
action tomorrow night.
Santa Barbara relies
heavily on first -year
players Liane Sato (:,-foot-2
setter), Lisa Moore 16-foot I middle blocker ) and
Kathie Luedeke (6-foot -1
middle blocker ).
Santa Barbara has lost
three times to the
University of the Pacific,
while SJSU was beaten by
the Lady Tigers twice. The
Gauchos beat California
and Cal Poly-SLO, two

SJSU volleyball player Lisa Ice digs the ball in a match against Fresno State earlier this season.
A second team NorPac All Star, Ice is picturing in her mind how she hopes the Lady Spartans
will do in thee first round match against UC Santa Barbara tomorrow night in Santa Barbara.

SPARTAGUIDE

teams that the Lad)
Spartans had trouble with.
SJSU was 1-2 against Cal
and 0-2 against Cal Poly.
KSJS-FM 91 will
broadcast the match live
from Santa Barbara’s
5,700-seat Campus Events
Center, beginning with the
pre-game show at 7:20 p.m.

SJSU Students for
Peace will have a steering
committee meeting at 7
tonight at 1041 11th St. For
more information call Dee
Chastain at 926-9687.

Planning and Placement
office. Representatives
from the Careers with Coro
Foundation will speak at
9:30 a.m, tomorrow in the
Business Tower, rm. 50.
For more information call
Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272.

J

1
1

1

Black Students of
Engineering will have a
mandatory meeting at 6:30
tonight in ENG 148. For
more information call
Kevin Merchant at 298:1190.

THE WORLD’S MOST
POTENT BEERS AT
VALLEY GREEN
5pEcIAL FE,EtivE
LIQUORS
WIDE SELECTION OF FINE IMPORTS
WINES

1

11
upp
SJSU, making its first trip to the NCAA playoffs slice 1978, carries a 209 season record with
them.

Peace Corps speakers
will explain opportunities
within the corps at noon
today in Business Tower,
rm. 51, in an event sponsored by the Career

LIQUORS
BEERS LIQUOR
!CLOVE CIGARETTES,

VALLEY GREEN LIQUORS
10073 SAICH WAY, CUPERTINO
(408) 253-1404, OFF STEVENS CREEK BLVD. NEAR GEMCO
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Beta Alpha Psi will
sponsor a banquet at 7
tonight. Call Linda Fletcher at (415)961-8726.

Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship will worship at
7 p.m. tonight in the S.U.
Council Chambers. For
more information call Alan
Logan at 292-2282 or Jim
Stochl at 288-6339

ALMAS will meet with
Dean Gerald Wheeler of
the School of Social
Sciences, at 3 p.m. today in
the S.U. Costanoan Room.
For more information call
Roger Luero at 277-3634.

at 8 p.m. tomorrow in the
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
For more information call
277-2807.

Reed Magazine will
present a free Poetry
Reading by Morton Marcus
and Anita Wilkins at 6
tonight in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room.

The International Club
will meet at 1:30 today in
the S.U. Council Chambers.
For more information call
Dee at 225-8369.

AS. Program Board
will show the "Trail of the
Pink Panther" at 8 tonight
at Century 23 "A" on
Winchester Blvd. For more
information call 277-2807.

The SJSU Symphony
the
under
Orchestra
direction of Lauren Jakey
will present a concert at
8:15 tonight in the Concert
Hall. Selections from
,
Wagner
Mozart,
Stravinsky and Wolf Ferrari will be offered.
Admission is free.

The mime class will
put on a performance at
3:30 today in the Studio and
Drama Studio hour.

Industrial Management Society will meet at
2:30 today in ENG 335.
Christmas party and
elections will be discussed.

Delta Sigma Theta will
have a food drive between
noon and 2 p.m. today in
front of the Student Union.
For more information call
Rhonda Hodges at 277-8383.

/
A.S. Program Board
will have the Second Annual Stand-up Comedy act

SJSU Microbiology
Club will discuss plans for
Christmas and next
semester at 1:30 today in
Duncan Hall, rm. 647. For
more information call
Diane Waitrovich at 2778309.

KSJS’s La Casa Nueva,
featuring Spanish and
Latino programming, will
air at 2 p.m. tomorrow on
FM 90.7. For more information call Lupe or
Delores at277-2766

Spartan Daily Advertising PUB Association
will have a general
meeting at 4:30 today in
Dwight Bentel Hall, rm.
207. For more information
call Ed Fong at 277-3171.

Campus Ministry will
have a luncheon at noon
today at the Campus
Christian Center. For more
information cal Norb
Firnhaber at 298-0204

KSJS’s album of the
week, featuring Darryl
Hall and John Oates, will
run at 10 tonight on FM
90.7. For more information
call Scott at 277-2766.

The Women’s Center
will present "Roses in
December" between noon
and 4 p.m. today in the S.0
Almaden Room. For more
information call 277-2047.

,6414
Ctrt4
When the sun goes down,
Domino’s Pizza gets busy
preparing toe most
convenien’ last food you
can get. Just pick up your
phone, dial the number,
and a Domino’s pizza is
only 30 minutes away.
That’s all it takes, and we
never charge for delivery
Give us a call. Domino’s
Pizza will make your Late
Night... Special.
Our drivers carry less
than $2000
,rnited delivery area
1980 Dominos Pot. Inc
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Premium Tequila
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Two dollars
off!

$2.00 off a large 16"
Deluxe or Vegi pizza
ordered after 10:00pm
only!
One coupon per pizza.
Expires:
Fast, Fre* Dellwry
510 S. 10th Street
San Jose, CA
Phone: 298-4300
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LCD Pen Watch
Hours

You can earn a Master’s degree in International Business by attending classes in
Moraga three days a week for one year.
International business is one of the fastest
growing fields in management education. If
you’re now working in international commerce
-or would like to-you should know about this
graduate business program being offered at
Saint Mary’s College.
It’s designed for motivated individuals with
an undergraduate degree and a strong desire to
enhance their future career opportunities.
Classes start October 3. For information, an
application and a catalog, call (415)376-3840,
or write PO. Box M, Moraga, CA 94575.
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Interviewers emphasize self-analysis
!halm’s*
During an interview,
potential employers want
to know more than an
applicant’s experience and
education, They also want
to know about you as a
person, soil is important to
psychologically
be
prepared.
self
called
"It’s
assessment, said Debra
Sampson, career adviser at
the Career Planning and
Placement Center. "It’s
the first thing you should do
when job hunting."
Self -assessment involves knowing what skills
you possess, your strengths
and weaknesses, the
reasons people should hire
you and what you are
looking for in a job.
"If someone asks you
to tell them something
about yourself, they don’t
want to know who you grew
up with and what you do on
Saturday nights," Sampson said. "They really want
to know how well you can
articulate your answer."
Sampson added that
the time to do self-analysis
is before the interview.
"You don’t want to use
the interview to try to
process that information
and come up with coherent
answers," Sampson said.
One way to "get to
know yourself" is to write a
autobiography
brief
containing such information as career land.

marks, favorite courses,
interests and hobbies and
when career decisions
were made
A good place to begin
autobiography.
the
Sampson said, is when you
first got interested in your
chosen field.
"High school is usually
an appropriate starting
place," she said.

assessment, v,lii, Ii is why
students must be prepared
before the interview.
"You have to know who
you are before you can sell
yourself to the in-

interview and formulate
the answers beforehand.
"There is a list of
ask ’
frequently
questions," Sampson said.
A sample of these

3. In what school
activities have you participated? Why? Which did
you enjoy the most?

In addition to these
"generic" questions it is a
good idea to anticipate
specifically
questions
related to your field of
interest, she said.

your

6. What have you
learned from some of the
jobs you have held?
7. Which jobs did you
enjoy the most? The least?

tervievker,’’ she added
Another way to assess
it
skills,
needs and wants is to
Sampson said that
anticipate
questions that
takes
several
hours
usually
to do a thorough self- will be asked during an

questions includes:
1. What interests you
about our company?
2. Have you ever
changed your major field

Sampson stressed it is
important to remember
that the interview is never
a one-way conversation.
The interviewer wants

"Try to answer it with
to know what you think and
what you are looking for," a positive statement,"
"Also Sampson said. "Perhaps
Sampson said.
you’ve got to find out if you you were unhappy with
are going to be happy in your major, you did some
and
en- self -assessment
particular
that
changed it. Now you sound
vironment."
like somebody who knows
One of the toughest himself."
parts of self-assessment is
analyzing questions which
Sampson added that it
could have negative connotations. One example is nothing else, self explaining why your CPA assessment is a good
confidence -builder.
is low.

F 174FTESPTRr;0AUPOr

ona Lowenbrau
Present

A list of these questions
is available at the Carrer
Planning and Placement
Center, and can be found in
most job-hunting books.
Sampson said.

TONIGHT ONLY
EXCLUSIVE SJSU SNEAK PREVIEW
The newest and funniest ’Panther’ ot them all.
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responses to help make
them more coherent

5. What are
special interests’

"Don’t say that it was
just a waitress job,"
Sampson said. "Did it
teach you how to interact
with people; how to keep
your patience.’

London from $649
Amsterdam from 57.
Frankfurt from $699 r
Paris from 1798,r 1
Zurich from $740 r
Brussels from S728 r.t

of interest while in college,
and why?

4. What are your
major weaknesses and
strengths?

When assessing work
experience. Sampson
suggests more than writing
down what job you had.
"Analyze the skills that you
developed on the job."
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CBASICI programming
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MBASK7 programming
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Going to school with an
Osborne, Personal
Business Computer
means getting more
done.
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* FREE HALF DAY
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Use the word processing for term papers,
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Avoid the long lines in the Computer Center.
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"Try going to bed the
night before a concert
with 80,000 tickets sold
and an 80 percent chance
of rain: you try that one"

Bill Graham interview, page 2
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Dancers/Singers Wanted:
Auditioning for a Semi -Professional
1920’s Musical Review,
Student Artists call:
(415) 435-4491 or (415) 332-5297
Ask for Peter

LINCOLN RESTAURANT
GREEK AMERICAN ITALIAN
Affordable Cuisine
10% Student Discount on Dinners
wolhs,utlen, I D

M Sat 6 a.m. 8:30 p.m.
Sunday 8 a.m. 8 p.m.
MS Willow Street at Lincoln
294 1125

San Jose
’I

; $15 292-6633
iMATOS HOLLYWOOD
PHOTOGRAPHY
763 E. Julian St. San Jose, Co.

Rock’s manic music pusher
By Phil LaVelle
"I’m not a funny
Entertasiment Editor
person," the 5I -year-old
Bill Graham sinks
impressario says.
"But
without a sense of humor,
exhaustedly into a chair
behind his large, cluttered they would’ve put me in the
desk. It is after 7 p.m. and funny farm years ago."
The muffled rumbling
Graham’s long day, filled
with meetings, interviews of passing trucks invades
and an incessantly ringing Graham’s office as he
telephone, is nearing an speaks.
end
From the street, the

5

3

5

ASCOM

S
N.

292 1404

San Jose

one-story brick building
housing his offices in San
Francisco’s
Mission
district looks more like a
warehouse than the
headquarters of a music
promotion business.
No
bronze plaque announces
the wealthy occupancy
within; no limousines line
the curb.

THE REAL EXPERIEI
IN PHOTOGRAPHY!

i.pir es l=e.

"Fine Submarine Sandwiches Since 1968"

Indside, though, it is
business.
all show
Photographs and playbills
charting Graham’s

continued on page 4
Cover photo of BD &ahem by
John Richerds
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FOOD TO GO
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CHINESE RESTAURANT
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Food To Go
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Photos featured at SU gallery
By Brum Barton
Photographers Bernard Plossu and Chick Rice
bring their contrasting
styles to the Student Union
Gallery for an exhibit
running through December
21, the last exhibit for the
fall semester.
Plossu, a resident of
Santa Fe. New Mexico, was
raised and educated in
Paris, France, where he
worked with the Fresson
family.
The Fresson family
invented a process involving the use of such
materials as mud, charcoal
and sawdust and a fourcolor process, coating
exposing and developing a
single sheet of paper in
cyan, yellow, magenta and
black colors.
The result of the
process, is photography
characterized by extremely vibrant, constrasting colors, and a
grainy look, an assemblage
of colored dots forming the
picture. Many critics have
compared the process the
the French Impressionist
painting style of the late
19th century.
Plossu
has
shot
photographs all over the
world, from Egypt. Niger
and Morocco in Africa and
much of Europe, to New
Mexico and California.
Most of Plossu’s 22
color
photographs
exhibited feature landscapes from different parts
of the world.
Nowhere is the impressionist style more
prevelant than in the
picture titled, "Snow in
Taos on the Road." The
landscape here is almost
completely inundated in
heavy swirls of falling
snow, as if the swirls were
applied with a paint brush.
Francisco
San
Chronicle
critic
Hal

LIKE

ADVENTURE

Fischer said of Plossu,
"Plossu’s photographs
contain only a limited
amount of information or
fact about the places the
photographer has visited.
But the images communicate much about the
romanticism of travel and
the experiential beauty of
atmosphere and mood that
are the particular province
of the traveler."
Contrasting the bright
colors
and
unique
technique of Plossu’s
photographs, photo artist
Chick Rice exhibits, 16
black
and
white
photograms. A photogram
is a silhouette or a shadow.
like picture, created by
placing opaque or translucent material between
light-sensitive paper and a
light source. Rice’s

exhibited
photograms
feature silhouettes of
human figures and lillies,
all situated in a murky-like
atmosphere.
Rice is a Canadian
photographer residing in
Vancouver. She considers
herself
a
beauty
photographer.
Her
photograms display a
photographic technique
developed by the Dadist
and photographic artist
ManRay at the turn of the
century.
The Union Gallery, on
the top floor of the Student
Union, next to the music
listening rooms, is open
from 9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday
and from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on
Wednesday and Thursday.
Admission is free.

Astor’s
Coin-Op
Auto Wash
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
ALSO WAX
AND VAC

"Our new foaming brushes will
clean off that fall road film"
804 Lincoln Ave.
732 So, 1st St
San Jose

Salads

"Kathy, Santo Fa." is one of several works by Bernard

COLLEGE OF THE HEALING ARTS
San Jose Extension Workshop
Integrated Structural Therapy with Dov Nadel Dec.
10-12 (17 hours instruction) Fee: ’175. Learn gentel
manipulations which are dramatically effective and
tension -relieving.

MASSAGE PRACTITIONER
CERTIFICATE PROGRAM
STARTS JAN. 10
For more information, contact:
Twin Lakes College
200 7th Ave.
Santa Cruz, CA 95062
408/476-2152
4r1Pree%=’,0,01.2.7eiegfeTeWr...5.59.3K;

AUTO ALARM
Audible beep confirms alarm has been
armed when leaving vehicle.

Cappueiti,

$ 99
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Positive arming and disarming
eration of ignition switch.
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"America’s Best Dressed Sandwich.

We now have homemade
meatball heros

COUPON
SPURT
PARACHUTING
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GROUP RATES
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Free small soft drink with
purchase of a meatball hero.
Coupon expires December 9, 1982

80 E. San Carlos St. 947-1333
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Cassette Player
and Stereo Radio
Combination
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RS-2030

$89 Installed

61,2 Flush -Mount Speakers
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Specializing In Protecting Your Sound Investments
Call For Information Or Advice.

4238Monterey Rd.
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BILL
GRAHAM
The concert hall kid talks
candausi from paps 2
17-year career adorn the hallway and office
walls. These pictoral and graphic souveniers
constitute a rich, yet sadly hidden pop musk
archive.
There’s the Jefferson Airplane playbill, a
souvenier from Graham’s first bona fide profit.
makingproduction. And photographs of Winterland. the Grateful Dead, the Rolling Stones
and of Graham mugging it up with Marlon
Brando and Francis Ford Coppola on the set of
"Apocalypse Now."
We’re in a great
"We’re very lucky.
business. We have more ’action’ and make more
money legally than most street people I know,"
Graham says with a New York accent.
When he’s at work, Graham will wander
purposefully through the aisles and mezzanines
of concert halls, looking hyped and hurried like a
victim of some strange and powerful adrenalin
psychosis. Graham’s mania and hair-trigger
temper are well -documented.
"You will never meet anyone that can say to
you that I hit him --ever," Graham says. "But it
does not mean that I didn’t lose my temper at
times. It does not mean that I wasn’t a genuine
asshole -- at times.
"If you come backstage sometime and a
spotlight man misses his cue on the singer,
get on the mike and I’ll say, ’Where are you, and
what the fuck did you smoke? Are you crazy!’?!’
And I’ll go mad. I shouldn’t. I don’t want it to be
that way. I can’t tell you that it’s right or wrong.
I can only explain it by the pressures of the industry, of what we do for a living."
As his clashes are well -documented, so are
his accomplishments. They include the Band’s
"Last Waltz," his "Day on the Green" Shows,
producing and acting in "A Star is Born," appearing in "Apocalypse Now," running the
Rolling Stones’ 1961 world tour and producing the
US Festival.
And now he’s promoting the San Francisco
Holiday Festival at Fort Mason. He’s says it’s a
way of branching out, of covering for the slump
in the music business. Don’t let Graham fool
you. With him, it’s rock first and foremost.
In mid-November Graham spoke of his
career and of rock ’n’ roll:

Q: Bill, why are today’s ticket prices so high?
A: You’d have to go to the artist for the
answer to that, I’m afraid. The irony of rock ’n’
roll is that it can only cost less if your hero, the
rock ’n roll star, deems it less. Why was the
ticket price $17 for the Who, or why is it $15 for
that act, or why is it $12 for this act? Because
they say, ’Bill, we want to make this much
money.’
I ask them why they don’t lower the ticket
price, lower the demand. You won’t believe that
unless you sit in the agent’s office.
Now, if an act wants $50,000 for X number of
people that can be let in the building, add sound,
lights, security and all the other expenses -- how
do I come out? By charging the $17. I’m taking a
big risk. If I’m taking a big risk, I’m gonna
make it.

Q: What are the alternatives?
A: What we can do is attempt to find smaller
venues for the up-and-coming acts and the ones
on the brink of making it who’ll take our
suggestions.
For the big acts, I’ll say today what I’ve
always said for many years: any artist that
wants to play a smaller place for less money. I’ll
work for less. If the artist would play five 4,000tell ya
seaters instead of one 20,000-seater,
right now, I’ll work for over five nights as I
would for one night, even though it’s more work.
But the goal of any band in the long run if
they make it is to spend fewer nights away from
home. When you’re young and struggling you
don’t mind hitting the road, playing the circuit,
hitting the Holiday Inns and being away from
home. When you make it you have the choice of
spending five nights in Chicago in a 4,000-seater
or one night at the Horizon for 20,000. And you
make more money because you don’t have five
days of overhead.

lady in the circus has or something, they’re
going to jump off of you and on to that next act
pretty quick. Time will tell how many of them
have what they think they have.
Q: And what about the more intelligent acts,
those with a political or social statement to
make?
A: What’s obvious is that while many groups
in ’82 will tell you that they want to make
political statement or a social statement or a
musical statement, more than in the ’60s, they
want to ’make it’ in the music business. Ever
since we begot Woodstock, it told us that rock ’n’
roll is big, big, big business. So that while the
young musician playing in the garage with his
friends will say, ’We’re part of the revolution and
we want to make a personal statement,’ a few
years later when you ( the band) start playing the
big caverns, you’re gonna start to admit to us
who you really are. You want to make it. And
there’s nothing wrong with that. I just hope you
don’t tell me while you’re buying your next
apartment house that you’re part of the
revolution of the ’80s.

Q: Gate receipts and record sales are falling.
How sick is the music business today?
A: That’s a two-hour question. Obviously,
the man in the music business should say, ’Oh no,
everything’s fine!’ And thing’s aren’t Erie.
There are shows that do take place where we
still do OK. In other words the attendance is
good when that particular item is on the menu, so
to speak. When the Who comes to town, or the
Stones or Stevie Wonder. Popular artists will
sell your tickets.
But the road is so expensive now, when you
look at per diem and salaries and the cost of
diesel fuel and the hotel rooms and the number of
people on the road that you need for whatever it
is that you do. Unless you streamline it, you
can’t afford to play a 3,000-seater.
Also, because of fewer sales, the record
companies no longer supply the newer groups. If
a newer group has a hit single, they’ll front some
money to ’em on the road, but they’ll no longer
buy advertising when the act hits town to plug
’em on the radio and ae the clubs. They won’t
buy 100 tickets at the Fillmore or the Stone to
support them. They will not pay the distributor
to come see the act.
So, you’ll see fewer and fewer new acts
touring. And if you see fewer of them touring,
there’re fewer acts in the clubs, and for the 2,000
and 3,000-seaters, because of the cost.

Q: You’ve just named some of the newer artists.
What older artists are among your favorites?
A: Keith Richards is a very favorite of mine
because of what he does with a guitar. The key to
the sensuality of the Rolling Stones is Keith,
although I don’t know if I’d say that in front of
Mick. But Mick is a great entertainer and singer
and songwriter. But Keith has an awesome
ability of just wrenching the guitar. You listen to
the opening bars of Honkey Tonk (Woman) and I
don’t think I need to say anything more than
that.

Q: Do you think that much of today’s ’heavy
airplay" I’M pop music, music that you promote,
is bland or of little substance?
A: It’s hard to make negative comment. My
intention’s not to do that. But today you really
have to dig for talent, because so many new
groups today just jump on the bandwagon, plug
their guitars in, remember some Hendrix licks,
add some of the newer beats, raise the volume
some and feel that because the public is jumping
up and down that they’ve got something. Time
will tell how much of our audience stays with
you. One thing about rock ’n’ roll -- unless you
have talent or that seeming second head that the

Q: What are your thoughts about the 110s fan
versus the ’60s fan?
A: I’m not saying it’s right or wrong, but
there’re very strong differences between the
audiences of then compared to now. The reasons
for many people years ago was to leave a place
they felt they were misunderstood.
They
couldn’t communicate with their elders, their
teachers, their fellow students. So they came to
an arena where they felt a community.
Today the majority of shows are being attended for the simple reason that the patron
wants to be
entertained.
I’m not saying the new times aren’t good.
But years ago I couldn’t believe my old man

Q: What contemporary artists do you find appealing?
A: The lyricists. I’m a Police fan, I like the
Police. Hopefully, they’ll have more songs,
because their beats, the reggae-ish rock that
they put out, is seductive. I’m a big Bette Midler
fan because she’s a great entertainer. I like the
Motels a lot. I just saw them. Their music is
rather profound. I like an English group called
U2. The English Beat. There’s a band out of L.A.
called X that I like. My personal favorite is Latin
music. I think that’s why I like my association
with Santana so much. I’m a big Latin music fan
when I go to New York.

I
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when he’d say, "Football ain’t the way it used to
be." It’s the same with rock ’n’ roll. As far as
rock’s concerned, it’s "OK," but there’s nothing
like those times (the ’605) and today. And I’m
not blaming anyone. Sociologically, it’s not
possible.

’I don’t know of too many safe jobs where
you can have the action and the money we have.
So why be vengeful if some young guy wants
what you’ve got?’ I’m not against him. I just
want him not to never hit me below the belt, and
I’ll try to do the same with him.

Q: Bill, you not only survived the psychedelic
Haight, you used your early opportunities to
form a music empire. There are some that
charge that you now -run- San Francisco in
terms of music. Is this true?
A: I want to make that clear, because on
occasion there’re these accusations by competitors that say, ’Well, Graham runs the town.
He controls the relationships.’ It’s amazing how
people think that. Like, we decide whether the
Who comes here or not? Or whether anyone
comes here or not? No. They go on tour, and we
vie with the competition.
I remember a couple of years ago a young
man went on the radio and said, ’I’ve got my
degree, I’ve done my homework, I’ve worked
some clubs, and I think I know what I’m doing,
and I went to the agency and I want to bring in
Elton John, and they tell me Graham’s bringing
him in, and I want to bring in Eric Clapton, and
they tell me Graham’s bringing him in. Damn it,
he just controls it.’
Well, if we have this good relationship with
Elton and Clapton and all these other people,
well, isn’t it just possible that they enjoy the
relationship? And just because John Smith
decided on a rainy Tuesday morning to get into
show business, we’re supposed to move over and
just surrender? No. This is what we do for a
living, and we employ over 400 people.

Q: There was much controversy between y ou
and a newcomer named Steve Wozniak. Tell us
about you impressions of Woz and of the US
Festival,
A: Steve Wozniak is to me a decent human
being who’s never had to live in the streets. He’s
a rather simple minded well-to-do young man
whose feet don’t seem to be on the ground.
I think he’s allowed himself to be duped by
this ’Dr.’ Peter Ellis he had running Unuson.
When I went down there, Ellis had nine
phones set up for the public. Nine phones for
200,000 people! I knew right then that Ellis was
not their number-one man.
You had 200,000 people who were looking for
food, shelter, water and a good sound system.
Woz should thank his lucky stars that there were
no major incidents.
But for Wozniak to go to the press a few days
after the event and say, ’I fired Bill Graham,’
was an idiotic thing to do.

Q: What do you think of those ’John Smiths’?
A: A promoter friend from a major city back
East once asked me, ’Bill, what’re we gonna do
about all these damn young upstarts?’ I said,
’Excuse me, but who were you 10 years ago?
Didn’t you graduate from a school somewhere
and went to New York and tried to hustle acts
away from the guy who was running your town?
And what did you do? What do you have against
that guy? You have to do today what you did 10
years ago. You gotta get up early, because if our
business were so safe, wouldn’t every yo-yo in
the world want to get into it?
’Some of us have had an education. But you
can’t say that your education has much to do
with your ability to run a rock ’n’ roll show. You
played half-court basketball, you know shaved
dice, and you’ve got pretty good peripheral
vision, and that’s why you’ve survived through
the years.

Q: On the Who’s last tour, previous to their
farewell tour a few weeks ago, 13 fans died in a
stampede before their Cincinnati show, which
was indoors. Yet at your Oakland show you had
festival seating and there were no tragedies.
Why?
A: I’ve been at it for 17 years, and you cannot
find one incident of a major occurrence, any riot
or stampede, in the history of this company. It
could happen, though.
The Oakland show was the first festival seated indoor show since Cincinnati for the Who.
We did it because we thought the Who fan Tikes
to move around a little.
It’s a great testimony to the Bay Area fan.
He has respect for his fellow man, and lady. We
could’ve gone reserved, but then we would’ve
spent all night fighting to keep them out of the
aisles.
One of the real injustices of our society is
what the press does to rock ’n’ roll. Tragically,
14 people were killed some years ago when a
race car went off the track at Indianapolis.
Forgotten in a week.
One person dies at
Altamont --never forgotten. That’s because Mr.
and Mrs. Average goes to the auto races. Yet
four and a half trillion people have gone to rock
’n roll shows.

Q: How do you deal with unruly fans?
A: I think I should give you an example. I’ll
always see one or two guys trying to break in on
a line that’s been formed since hours before the
gates open.
I’ll spot these guys and I’ll say to ’em, ’Look,
do us a favor, go to the end of the line, you do it
again, it’s not worth the hassle, here’s your
money, go to some high school, go to
some. . . prom!’
And if you’re 6 feet, 200 pounds, you’re obviously of the opinion that might makes right, so
you cut in front of the 108 pound guy or lady
that’s been standing in line since 2 in the morning
so they can get a good spot near the stage. And
here you show up at 7 a.m., you’ve just left your
home, and now the line’s moving.
And they’ll say, ’Well, what’re ya getting so
heavy for?’ We’re not getting heavy, and we’ll
take our time to explain that to you.
If you, at 6-feet-3-inches, were confronted by
some 9-foot-4 goon, you’d wish that there was a
10-foot security guard there helping you out.
But that guy’s gonna leave, saying, ’Fucking
Graham, he’s always giving us a hard time.’
Well if that’s the way he wants to look at it,
there’s nothing we can do about it. But I’ll go to
that extent to protect that 108 pound person.
Q: What about your better-known clashes?
A: Nine times out of ten I’d say that
whatever actions I took were justified. Just like
I didn’t think twice about putting a member of
Led Zeppelin ( the late John Bonham ) in jail for
beating up on one of our guys ( 1978 1.
Q: Where would you be today if you hadn’t gone
into rock ’n’ roll?
A: I’d be a truck dispatcher. I certainly
know enough about trucking, or I’d be a maitre
d’ somewhere, or selling hash somewhere, or
working as a statistician somewhere, I had some
schooling. But I certainly wouldn’t be living in
Corte Madera in a beautiful house with a garden
and a basketball court and a volleyball court and
a swimming pool.
Some would say I’m a capitalist. Yeah. I
live here.
I’m a Russian Jew. I came to this country
when I was 11. I couldn’t speak English then
Holy shit, I’m a lucky motherfucker!

Photos by John Richards
1982
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’Lion’ a strange comic mixture
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By Michael J. Vaughn
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Mountain View. CA (415)969
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Chulle Relleno
Tamales
Menudo
Tacos
Mole
Homemade Mexican Soups

34 N. Market St. Sail Jose

294-9222
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Merry Christmas
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Daily Specials: ’2.50
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Get your bike in shape for the Holidays with our
best offer yet. $12.50 tune-up ’29.99 overhaul
located lower level student union 9:30 - 4:30 M -W -F
277-2497 last day of business December 17

MISSION INSURANCE AGENCY
AUTO INSURANCE SPECIALISTS
LOW COST PROGRAMS
.COLLEGE STUDENTS
FAMILIES
YOUNG ADULTS
* HIGH RISK DRIVERS
*MONTHLY PAYMENTS

1500 E. HAMILTON AVE.. CAMPBELL.

adida

377-3240

We are
Exclusive Adidas
One Stop Shopping Center

The Instep
San Jose

. ,

14.01,

(11,1%

OPEN
TENNIS
CLOTHING

-
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7 DAYS A WEEK

EVENINGSMON FRI

Ski
Bear Valley

296-5777
SAN JOSE
1154 SARATOGA AVE

The Lion in Winter,"
San Jose Repertory’s
second production of the
1982-83 season, is a combination of "King Lear"
and "My Three Sons,"
situated around the
household of King Henry II
of twelth century England.
James Goldman’s play
is a subtly wry one;
anachronistic barbs are
strategically
placed
throughout the show, and
is used
English
modern
well as an instrument for
humor. It is truly a unique
concoction.

$45/Person
Preferred Tours
374-2833 Nov. 27th

and, through clever
manipulation, becoming
the real force behind the
monarchy.
Randall King takes on
Geoffrey’s character very
well; he is devilishly sly in
the way he mentally
dominates the weakminded John.
The most substantial
comedic element is in the
excruciatingly deceitful
relationships between the
members of the family,
especially that between
Henry and Eleanor

Fred MacMurray, er,
Henry II is played by Kevin
Schwartz.
Schwartz
possesses a rich, clear
stage voice that makes the
modern language in the
almost
seem
play
Shakespearian in texture.
The twists in the plot
begin with the relationship
between Henry and Alois
Amarosel,
(Kathleen
sister of King Philip, the 17 year-old ruler of France.
Henry has agreed with
the French that Alois shall
marry one of his three
sons --John. Geoffrey or Keven Schwartz and Moty Mayock star in ’The Lion in Winter"
Richard -- he names to
Most stimulating and
eventually succeed his disgusting appearance was
thoughtful are the few
position on the throne.
overdone.
times in the play when the
The first complication
The conflict in Henry’s
is the ongoing love affair mind is between choosing characters stop to think
between Henry and Alois. his favorite, John -- and about the immense power
The sons, fully aware that thereby risking the loss of they hold over their
their father is fooling the Acquitaine to the people’s fate; what seems
around with their possible military-minded Richard -- a family quarrel to them
could lenad to the deaths of
future bride, disapprove
or giving in to his queen’s
highly. Henry’s somewhat - wishes and choosing many of their subjects in
civil
wars and wars against
estranged wife, Eleanor of Richard, thereby keeping
other nations.
Acquitaine, also knows of the kingdom in one piece.
Eleanor realizes this
the affair and disapproves,
The third son, Geoffearing potential loss of her frey, is the genius of the great irony when she says,
queenly power more than bunch. He plots to become "We are the killers; we
the loss of her husband’s chancellor for whichever breed war," the painful
result of choosing power
affections.
brother is given the throne, over peace.
touches
ot
These
reality in a generally
$20
Per
complex
comically
$6
production lend a needed
Haircuts
change for thought, and
Kim’s Hairstyliiiq
one almost wishes these
oases were more frequent.
480 S. 10th St. 295-8777

Going Skiing?
Winter Tire Specials
30% off on all Tires

pen.
flstate’s new office:
97 E. San Antonio St. at 3rd
one block from campus.

Beat Inflation
Save Money
Shop all Brands -Snow Tire Special

Round trip Bus fare
All day lift pass

The second complication is the choice of the
king’s successor. Eleanor,
played sensitively by Molly
Mayock, favors Richard, to
whom she has given power
over the Acquietaine
region of the country.
Henry, meanwhile,
favors John for the
position. Played by James
Houghton, John is a greasy
wimp that Alois understandably wishes not to
marry. Though John’s
slovenly appearance is
good for a few laughs, the

ASSORTED SIZES PASSENGER
R V TRUCK 8 BUS TIRES
Good*. II Ns 10

Auto, motorcycles
Renters
Life
Homeowners
995-5522

5,000 EXCELLENT USED TIRES

5,000- 10,000- 15,000- 20,000 MILES OF SERVICE
REMAINING PASSENGER COMMERCIAL RV
TRUCK TRACTOR .4 GRADER INDUSTRIAL ETC

PRICES START AT

6,Rstarodaie, Stop in and meet us.
osINIMINId

15

Tire Salvage Corporation
1680 So Main St . Milpitas (408) 262-2270
Hrs Mon
8-5:30, Sat. 8-3:09_
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--HappeningStut (I
Band Extravaganza
ay in the S.U. Ballroom.
For tickets and information, call 277-3950.
Renaissance concert SJSU
Collegium,
Musicum
directed by Vernon Read.
Sunday at 3 p.m. in the
Concert Hall.
Mime show-- a student
presentation, today at 3:30
p.m. in the Hugh Gillis Hall
studio.
Chidren’s Theater a student
presentation, Tuestay at
6:30 p.m. in the Hugh Gillis
Hall studio.
"A Christmas Carol," by
Charles Dickens, tonight,
7:30 p.m., at De Anza
College, Cupertino. 257-9555
or 996-4816.
"The Student Prince" -presented by the West
Valley
Light
Opera,
Fridays and Saturdays,
8:30 p.m., Sunday, 2:30
p.m., through 12/11, 13777
Fruitvale Ave., Saratoga.
268-2777.
Student art exhibits Linda
Einfalt (ceramics) and
Ana England, today
through Sunday in Art
Gallery No. 3. Judy Probst
and Tony May, Monday
through 12/12.
SJSU Symphony Orchestra conducted by Lauren
Jakey. Today at 8:15 p.m.
in the Concert Hall.
Flute recital - Vivian Bondreaux, graduate recital.
Tomorrow at 8:15 p.m. in
the Concert Hall
"The Lion in Winter" presented by the San Jose
Company,
Repertory
through Sunday, at the
S.
Theater,
Montgomery
San Carlos and Market
streets, San Jose. 294-7572.

Voice recital --Elizabeth
soprano
Crawlord,
graduate recital. Sunday at
6p.m. in the Concert Hall.
recital -- Candace
Voice
Dunston, soprano graduate
recital. Sunday at 8:15 p.m.
in the Concert hall
SJSU Symphonic Band
conducted by Carl
Chevallard. Wednesday at
8:15 p.m. in the Concert
Hall.
Women’s
"Contemporary
Sculpture" a lecture by
New York artist, Ann
Sperry, sponsored by SJSU
Department,
Art
tomorrow, 11 a.m., at the
Metal Facility, 1036 S. 5th
St., San Jose. Admission;
$3 for the general public,
free for SJSU students.
alumni and faculty. 2772542.
ChrisUnas Concert presented by the SJSU Chorus,
Tuesday, 8:15 p.m., at the
SJSU Music Building
Concert Hall. 277-3200.
West Valley College-.
presents "A Christmas
Carol:
Scrooge and
Marley,"
Thursday
through Saturday, 8:30
p.m., Friday and Saturday
3:30 p.m., 14000 Fruitvale
Ave., Saratoga. 867-2200
Holiday Wine Festival -Christmas
featuring
carolers, Santa and wine
tasting, noon to 5 p.m., at
the Mirassou Vineyards,
3000 Aborn Road, San Jose.
MOM= 11185 -The McConaghy 12 -room farmhouse is decorated for a
Victorian Christmas.
Thursdays through Sun
days until 12/30,1 to 4 p.m.,
18701 Hesperian Blvd.,
Hayward. (415) 581-0223

WHY ALLOW UNSIGHTLY HAIR TO
SPOIL YOUR LOOKS AND CONFIDENCE?

Christmas Fair featuring
crafts, music, jugglers.
magicians
and
food.
Friday and Saturday, 10
a.m. to 5 p.m., at the Trsidder Union, Stanford
University.
"A Christmas Carol" "by
Charles Dickens, presented
by Theaterwest, through
12/19, at the Old Town
Theater, Los Gatos. 3955434.

CALL: (408) 732-0411
FREE CONSULTATION
COMPLETE PRIVACY

NANCY WALLS, R.E.
1021 SO. WOLFE RD., SUITE 125

$10 COUPON
COUPON EXPIRES 11112tV
If

frYin a, trip to isnezdand

/

k tr. ow.

Alistletoe
Aadness
Christmas
qiveami
7:00,m-POOam,

FREE REFRESHMENTS
(SnacksBeverages)
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS FOR ALL GUESTS
BOWLING & POOL TOURNAMENT

t’

At our Salon you get it! Because we care for you
in a very special way. Our stylists know you want to
look good, but they know you want to feel good too
Comfortable, not rushed. Listened to, not patronized
Whether your desire is a trim or a whole new look at
our salon everything we do is for your pleasure.

STUDENT SPECIAL!
$2.00 OFF REG. PRICE,
SHAMPOO, CUT, AND BLOW DRY
So come in to our salon. Al
The Magic Shear, you’ll get
special attention. Call for an
appointment: 629.7886

’THE MAGIC

PERMANENT
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVAL

Saturi, &amber

-

You
Deserve Special
Attention.

maim

MEN
WOMEN’S
DESIGN

.11

with merchandise prizes

PARTY GAMES
with merchandise prizes

*DOOR PRIZE DRAWINGS
THROUGHOUT THE EVENING*
including

TRIP FOR TWO TO DISNEYLAND
Tickets - $5.00 Student, $6.00-Non-Student
Available at the Desk
reserve your spot now!

(408) 277-3226

STUDENT UNION GAMES AREA
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iVIC AUDITORIUM

riv

AA
.1-Ileatre Ballet id San Franci,a-ii
and Santa Cruz Chamber
Orchestra Present:

DAVE WARE

THE NUTCRACKER

6AM-10AM

December 4- 2 and 5 p.m
December 5 .. 2 p m
Cell 424.344 for Ticket Information

JUSTIN PALMER

Bill Graham Presents

Prices:

MIDNIGHT MOVIES
11704,116

Maureen Gray, hom "A Little Sr

Artists,
about C

By April Heath
Dressed as elves, ch
Frances Gulland Child Care
Center pranced about in the
yesterday at the 14th annual 1
The fair, which is the ma
of the center, offered a large
and crafts by professionals. ’
be in the S.U. until 4 p.m. lode
According to fair direct
a committee of professional
professor screened the applio
that none but the best artist
"We wanted a professional fa
fair," she said.
Eric Eales, who so
recorkers for wine bottle:
standard of crafts is very hi
am impressed."
However, Lions said bush
had been "slow" The proble

$3.00 Gen/ $2.50 With Discount Card
Some Titles & Prices Subject To Change

OAKRIDGE 6

SARATOGA 6 01111111111111

227 CUM kW a
NM
6660 Bl OSSOM

EVERY WEEK!
THE ROCKY HORROR
PICTURE SHOW

FLESH
GORDON

FLESH1GORDON

12:00

12:00

FLESH ,GORDON

THE WHO

AC/DC

Fewer

Let There Be Rock
THE MUMMY

11:45

D.O.A.

11:45

AC/DC

SCANNERS

By Christen Palleersever
The Revised Automatic Fundi
partly to blame for a dispute betwi
ment and the A.S. program board.
Because the Music Departmen1
this year from the RAFI, depar
Lease said that there is no room in
professional artists to perform.
Last year the department reef
some of the money to put on concer
concert hall.
This year, when Foglia Tale

12:00

Boris Korloff

The Kids Are Alright

11:45

Let There Be Rock

THE SORCERESS

12:00

SfiLRVITTER

Bs rou NDE

10:45

THE

11:30

CREEP SHOW

FAST TIMES AT
RIDGEMONT HIGH

1205
*

MIDNIGHT-6AM

EVERY FRI. Et SAT. NI HT

THEATRES

*

7PM-MIDNIGHT

"ALL NEW"
KHTT 1500 AM

Tickets also on sale for all
Bay Area Republic Theatre Productions
Tickets available at all Bass outlets.
Tickets subject to surcharge.
Santa Cruz Civic Auditorium
307 Church Street
Santa Cruz
408-429-3444

*

MARK TANNER

DAVE DIAMOND

Monday December 13
Showtime 7:30 p.m.
Tickets
’10.50 Advance
’12 00 Day of Show

3PM-7PM

with Susan Stanley & News

10AM-3PM

THE ENGLISH BEAT

*

RON STEVENS

with Chuck Thomas & News

A

A

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Ot
A
A
A

10:45

A

11:15
*

THE EMPIRE
STRIKES BACK
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Jan Yanehiro

Jan Yanehiro
co-hosts, tapes
at Fort Mason

